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44,507. A year after being held without

Tod Marks

fans, Travers Day nearly filled Saratoga
Race Course with people Saturday. Total handle
on the 13-race card exceeded $51.3 million.

Here&There...in Saratoga

NAMES OF THE DAY
Mispelled Mooon, third race
Wednesday. They misspelled
misspelled, too.

THE DAY AFTER By Dan Polletta
As my wife and I pack our car from our home base at the
Batcheller Mansion Inn, to prepare to make our trip home early
Sunday, after Travers Day, I can’t help but feel more than a
touch of melancholy. We wait all year for our three days of
racing that vanish as quickly as a 5-furlong sprint.
When those few days we spend in Saratoga end, it’s always
bittersweet, but then there are plenty of memories to keep us
afloat until we make our way back to the corner of Union and
Nelson.
Another year of heading into Stewart’s to grab the day’s
Daily Racing Form, a copy of The Special and coffee to take
back to handicap on the porch of the Batcheller, as so many
guests have done in the past, hoping to find a winner or two.
Another year of walking down Union Avenue to take in the
sport, having memorized the mansions and the silks of the
lawn jockeys who sit at the end of driveways.
Another year of smiling when we reach the entrance, knowing that when we step inside, while some things have changed,
much remains the way it was the last time we had the privilege
of walking through the gates, which is what makes Saratoga
so special.

The

East Wing, third race Thursday.
Roy Lerman, Ella Felcher and Preferred
Pals Stable named their 3-year-old filly – out of National
Gallery – for the East Building, which houses the Washington, D.C. gallery’s collection of modern and contemporary
art. It’s 12,250 square feet with room for 500 pieces and a
rooftop terrace for outdoor sculpture.
Pave My Way, sixth race Friday. The 2-year-old filly,
owned by DelPo and The Boys Racing, is by Outwork out
of Revelation Road.
Another year of hearing Reggie’s Red Hot Feetwarmers
swing their way through “Smile,” which everyone is doing as
we watch two dancers cut a rug in front of the band.
Another year of knowing those seated at the picnic tables,
down at the rail, the grandstands, and in the fancy boxes at the
finish line, all share the same passion for this game, that brings
them to feel the ghosts and make new memories.
Another year of wondering which of Todd’s 2-year-olds will
pop, seeing how Chad maps a course for his turf team, mar-

veling at Clement and Rosario pulling off another on the grass,
Luis Saez stealing one on the front end, and the Ortiz brothers
working their magic.
Another year of being surrounded by people who know
what you mean when you say “Looks like a lot of cut in the
turf today;” “That filly is just a morning glory;” and “Of course
Johnny V won, they let him walk the dog.”
Another year of making friends we’ll never see again, in the
stands, at the Inn of Saratoga, and standing in line to place a
wager, swapping stories of yesterday’s bad beats, being here
when West Coast gave them the slip in the Travers in 2017, and
having an answer for “Who do you like the in the seventh?”
Another year of walking down Broadway and catching a
wonderful quartet play elegant jazz in front of the Adelphi.
Another year of ordering extra pizza at the Three Vines, so
we can eat it on the drive home, washing it down with a bottle
of Saratoga Water, allowing our vacation to linger for a few
more precious minutes.
Another year of turning on the TV when we get home, and
sighing about how we wish we could stay for Sunday.
I’m not much for Shakespeare the writer, (I loved the horse)
but no words ring more truly as another meet comes to an
end, than “parting is such sweet sorrow.” Hold on, another day
under the red and white canopy will be here before you know it.
Dan Polletta and his wife Madeleine have been coming to Saratoga
from Cleveland for more than a decade, with a goal of “spending a
whole meet at the Spa” someday.
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Here&There...in Saratoga
BY THE NUMBERS
1: Hall of Fame trainer riding a racehorse on the main track at Saratoga Race Course Tuesday
morning.
7: German Shepherd puppies being taken to the veterinarian by trainer Leah Gyarmati Tuesday
morning.
10: Seconds by the David Donk stable at the meet (to go with three wins).

WORTH REPEATING
“The things we’ve had happen here. . .”
Trainer Steve Asmussen, after watching his horse Yaupon
get savaged by Firenze Fire in the Forego Saturday (and win)
“Hey, we are still in Saratoga – aren’t we? Let’s savor this.”
Asmussen, laughing about the “Where to next?” questions a few minutes after major wins
“There was concern when he was jogging when we first got up here, when we first saw him on
the track up here. We know who he is.”
Asmussen, on the impact of undefeated Life Is Good turning up
in New York after making his first three starts in California

Dave Harmon

Track Man. Jockey Ryan Moore checks out the Saratoga turf course before the Sword

“He’s just moving on to the next part of his career. And a new career.”
Trainer Ron Moquett on retired champion sprinter Whitmore; Moquett
described one potential avenue as “Professional Carrot Eater”

The Chief

Tod Marks

Dancer Saturday.

Trainer H. Allen Jerkens,
1929-2015

“Then you’d pick one out
for Cordero and his agent,
Tony Matos, would come to you
and say, ‘Unbeknownst to me . . .
Angel told this guy he would ride
his horse.’ They were great.”

New York Thoroughbred
Horsemen’s Association
nytha.com | 516.488.2337

QUOTE OF THE DAY
“More than I need and less than I want.”
Bob Edwards of e Five Racing Thoroughbreds,
when asked how many horses he had
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Here&There...in Saratoga
“I still can’t believe they started this place during the Civil War. Not very good timing.”
Trainer Jack Fisher, riding through the paddock Tuesday morning
“Yes, this is the same donkey from when Footlights won the Turf Writers (in 2007).”
Trainer Jack Fisher, about ageless barn mascot Roscoe
“Still here.”

Sparky at the gate

“Did you have a thought?”

Godolphin’s Jimmy Bell when The Special’s Tom Law pulled out
a notepad with seemingly nothing going on early Friday morning
(Law told Bell it was his ever-evolving writing process)

“That might be the best delivery guy you’ve ever had. Maybe that’s the key, get them younger.”
Trainer David Donk after Declan Molloy dropped
Saturday’s edition of The Special on his desk
“Did you see your boy this morning?”

“Rookie move.”

Laura Moquett to The Special’s Tom Law,
checking on Whitmore Tuesday at the stakes barn
Security guard at the paddock entrance
when someone tried to slip past with a drink

“You can’t do the Belmont Special.”

Trainer Brad Cox while basking in the
Saratoga atmosphere Travers Day, and realizing...

Tod Marks

Center of Attention. New York Gov. Kathy Hochul, at the track for Travers Day,
talks racing in the box-seat area Saturday.

ESSENTIAL FACT

In the past 30 years, only
two Champion two-year-olds
or Breeders’ Cup Juvenile
winners have gone on to take
the G1 Travers: Street Sense
and his brilliant future barnmate, Essential Quality.

Go faster...
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 2021
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Meet the people & horses who make Saratoga special!

November 9, 2021
NOMINATE NOW!

859.255.1555 | NOVEMBER.FASIGTIPTON.COM

With Bill Mott
And the tradition continues. The Stable Tour
with Shug McGaughey on Travers Day and fellow
Hall of Famer, Bill Mott, during the final week of
the Saratoga season.
Next-door neighbors on the Oklahoma side,
the trainers offer a crescendo to one our favorite
features. Mott has produced another solid meet
at Saratoga, winning 13 races from 89 starts for
$1,653,758. Last weekend, he sent out Art Collector to win the Grade 2 Charles Town Classic at
Charles Town and Outfoxed to win the FTBOA
Florida Sire Susan’s Girl Stakes at Gulfstream Park.
Horologist, High Oak, War Like Goddess and Art
Collector have notched stakes wins at Saratoga.
The Special’s Sean Clancy walked the shedrow
with Mott and his boxer, Winston, Monday morning.

Smoke/Snowball. The gray lead pony hangs his head out
the open side of the pony stall facing Mott’s office. “His real
name is this long…I call him Snowball. I told him I was going
to name him Smoke because when I was a little kid we had
Smokey and Little Smokey. We had a horse who was a dun
horse, he was Smokey, he was a pretty fast little horse, he was
medium size. Then we got a Shetland, and I don’t know why, I
was probably 5, I said, we’re going to call him Little Smokey.
We had Smokey and Little Smokey. When we went to Dubai,
we had a white horse, Snowball. Ralph Nicks owned him. He
had a horse when he went to work for me, Bell Boy, he was a
good horse, I took him to New York and sent Ralph to Kentucky, I took his horse. And don’t you know, I had him a year
and he foundered and died. So I bought Ralph a new horse.
Snowball. He rode on a DC 10 to Dubai, Snowball, Cigar and a
horse of Roger Attfield’s. The plane was big enough, you could
have had a bowling alley in there.”
Alwayz Late. Owned by Wachtel Stable, Pantofel Stable
and Tolo Thoroughbreds, the two-time winner shares the
open-air double wide with Smoke/Snowball. She finished fifth
in the Gazelle, seventh in the Wonder Again and sixth in the
Galway. “This is Alwayz Late. She’s going to Kentucky Downs,
we sprinted her last time and she actually ran really good. She
would have been right there, had a little traffic. She’s won going a mile, mile and an eighth but we’re shortening her back
up, looks like she could maybe go to the next level at a shorter
distance, 3-year-old fillies going 6 1/2 furlongs at Kentucky
Downs.”
Gilded Age. Owned by Grandview Equine and Don Alberto
Stable, son of Medaglia d’Oro and Grade 1 stakes winner Angela Renee finished fourth in his debut here. “Ran once, sprinted
to just get a race into him, needs a minimum of a mile, maybe
two turns. Galloped out OK after it was over. Took him three
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Trainer Bill Mott’s barn is full of stars, and stars in the making.
eighths of a mile to realize the dirt wasn’t going to kill him. I
knew he wasn’t a sprinter, but he was ready, he trailed the field
and galloped out with the leaders.”

Speaker’s Corner. Godolphin homebred produced one
of the most impressive performances of the meet, winning
an allowance race Aug. 14. “Pennsylvania Derby I suppose.
Ran good, year layoff. We thought he was one of our best two
2-year-olds last year, which he was, but we only ran him twice.
I couldn’t have asked for more. I’ve always thought he wants a
little further. I entered him at a mile and an eighth but the race
didn’t go so I had to reenter going seven eighths. I was a little
skeptical because there were some pretty nice horses in there.
I thought, ‘Well maybe it’s not enough room for him,’ but the
last sixteenth he pulled away pretty good.”
Art Collector. Owned and bred by Bruce Lunsford, the Blue
Grass winner joined Mott’s string after finishing sixth in the
Kelly’s Landing for Kentucky-based Tommy Drury. The 4-yearold won the Alydar here and the Charles Town Classic in three
weeks. “Ate everything, goes back to the track tomorrow, only
had three days of walking, looks like it didn’t hurt him. We’ll jog
him a few days, freshen him up. If he’s OK, we’ll nominate to
the Woodward. He came in good shape, the guy who had him
is a good guy. All in all, he came in a fresh horse, he had one
race which probably didn’t suit him, got off a little bad, it was
basically a 7-furlong workout for him. When he came to us, he
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Sean Clancy

was ready for that next step. We had him, what, five weeks, six
weeks at the most, before we ran him. It was a good spot here,
restricted stake. Good spot down there. He’s got tactical speed,
the race at Charles Town suited him, he’s good at 9 furlongs,
he’s got speed and he’s good at the distance and he was good
enough to beat the champ from the year before (Sleepy Eyes
Todd). That horse ran good, he left there running and was on
the fence. We’ll look at the Woodward, see where that takes us.
He’d need to bounce back and be doing good for us to run him
in there. Different kind of race. I guess it will come loaded up.”

Channel Maker. Three-time Grade 1 stakes winner has yet

to recapture his form from last year, finishing seventh in the
Bowling Green and sixth in the Sword Dancer. With Winston
on the prowl, Channel Maker lumbered from a slumber and
greeted three visitors at the screen. “There he is, last year’s
champ but not this year. He’s a victim of whatever the pace
scenario is I suppose. I was ready to take him back the other
day. I told him if that other horse outbreaks you, get right in behind him and follow him, don’t even let him know you’re there.
Then, I don’t care where, the five-eighths pole, the half-mile
pole, if he’s got it slowed down, then go. Randy Romero did
it to Theatrical in the Sword Dancer. He was on Mack Miller’s
horse, he was a good horse but never as good as Theatrical.
Randy put it on him, the only problem was he shaved him and

Continued On Page 7
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Stable Tour –
Continued from page 6
they took his number down. Pat (Day) would
never let him run early, it wasn’t like he ran
to him, he was like, boom, he put a length
of daylight on him like that. It was a brilliant
ride. Some of them can’t overachieve every
time. He’s won three Grade 1s, but everything
worked out, the going, the pace, everything.
The last two times, when the overnight came
out, I knew we were in trouble. I wished the
way it turned out, he broke a tick better than
the other horse, I would have liked to try it
once. It was his choice, he broke good enough
and he chose to go on.”

Handbelle. Summer Wind homebred filly

has seven breezes at Saratoga, including a
turf drill Aug. 29. “Tapit 2-year-old filly, she’s
the family of Unrivaled Belle. She’s not as fast,
mentally she’s better. She’s nice, she hasn’t
completely woke up yet.”

High Oak. Owned by Lee Einsidler’s LRE

Racing and JEH Racing, the son of Gormley is
2-for-2. “The winner of The Saratoga Special.
Is that named after the paper? He’s nice. Lee
went to the sale, picked him out and bought
him. We got him early, at Payson, end of
March. It gives you a chance, a lot of these
others, we don’t get them in until May. That
two months extra makes a little bit of difference, just having them at your own rhythm.
They’ve been broken and trained on the farm,
you can go around the farm for another two
months and they’re going to be the same.
They reach a certain point, they need to see
something new, it’s not the actual galloping
and breezing, but they’ve got to see Belmont,
they’ve got to see Saratoga. They’ve got to
realize that there’s something else out there.
They go from their stall, they walk out on the
track, go around and come back to the same
place, they haven’t matured at all if they’ve
been broken in September and May they’re
still at the same place, what are they going
to gain? Not that anybody’s doing anything
wrong, but the maturity only comes when
you’re introducing them to new stuff, then you
see what they can handle. He’s nominated to
the Hopeful but it’s not my intention to run, if it
came up a three-horse field, maybe we would
take a look. Probably the Champagne.”

Galt. A $400,000 purchase by OXO Equine,
the Medaglia d’Oro colt is a full-brother to
champion Songbird. A beautiful horse stood
at the front of the stall and glared. “Could possibly give him an easy race at the end of the
meet. He’s done enough. He’s come around.
Talk about a horse who’s climbed the ladder in
the last month, maybe I’m being foolish, he’s a
great big thing. If you went over there with the
intention of just letting him go around there
and see if he can close some ground, without
being too hard on him, it might be beneficial
in the long run to get a race.”

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 1, 2021

J L’s Rockette. A $750,000 2-year-old purchase by Frank Fletcher, the daughter of Into
Mischief won her debut but failed to finish
off the Adirondack here Aug. 8., winding up
seventh. “Broke her maiden at Ellis, ran her
in the stake here, backed up. Worked her on
the grass, seemed to work OK, I’m going to
take her to Kentucky Downs and run her on
the grass once.”
Frosted Oats. Two-year-old daughter of

Frosted finished ninth in her debut and third
in her second start, both at Saratoga. “Maiden, finished third on the grass here the other
day. Probably going to try her back once on
the dirt. The filly had really worked well on the
dirt, we ran her the first time, she stopped at
the quarter pole for no apparent reason. Got
off bad, rushed up, stopped. So I worked her
on the grass a couple of times, worked good.
She ran on the grass, ran third, Chad (Brown)
ran by her with a Frankel filly who looked nice.
I’ll probably run her back on the dirt, just to
make sure.”

Authorize. Bred by Claiborne Farm and

Adele Dilschneider, the son of Curlin and Sign,
a debut winner here by 11 1/2 lengths back in
2012, has turned heads in the morning. “Very
nice colt. Been loose twice here. That’s all he
got (points to a minor cut in front), galloped
yesterday and today. The one on his hock is
from when he fell about a month ago. He got
loose, I was on the pony, he stormed past me,
he wasn’t stopping. He made the gap, went
out and was back by Zito’s barn, he made a
turn, he wasn’t even running and slipped on
the pavement, too much pavement around
here. Nice colt. The first time he bucked the
rider off, it was pretty impressive. He was in
the clinic for a week, from the scrape on his
hock, it’s cleaned up and he’s fine. I’ve only
breezed him once. He was my pick from the
Claiborne/Dilschneider group. I didn’t even
see him train, just saw him on the shank. I
wound up getting two horses, the other is a
Flatter. He breezed the other day, breezed perfect, he’s galloping out, no indication, nothing
and he drops the rider. Elsa was on him, she
hadn’t been off twice in the last two years. It’s
not riders who fall off.”

Forza Di Oro. Bred and owned by Don Alberto Stable, the son of Speightstown rides a
3-for-3 skein into the Jockey Club Gold Cup
Saturday. The chestnut colt clutches a Jolly
Ball like he’s settling a grudge. “He would prefer it would be somebody’s arm. Jockey Club.
He’s got as good a shot as anybody the way
I see it. When he was a 2-year-old, we were
walking around the ring over there away from
the track. He was messing around and they
were going to put a lip chord on him and he
reared up and got loose. He ran over to the
other wash rack, there was a little horse that
had come with him from Eddie Woods, he hated this little horse and he attacked him. He got
the other horse down on the wash rack, fortuContinued On Page 8
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Stable Tour –
Continued from page 7
nately, that horse got up and ran around and I caught him. You
couldn’t lead that other horse by him, he was about half his
size and he hated him. Some horses see the pony and nicker,
this horse would see that horse and he wanted to go after him.”

Immokalee. A $750,000 yearling purchase by OXO Equine,
son of Curlin finished third in his debut. “He was good, he was
third against one who Asmussen thinks is his best one, so I
was pleased. Knowing he needed some experience. He’s a nice
colt. He might run the last day.”
Harvey’s Lil Goil. Owned by the Estate of Harvey Clarke
and Paul Braverman, the 4-year-old filly owns five wins for
$884,029. A Grade 1 winner on the turf and a stakes winner
on the dirt, she returned to the dirt to finish seventh under Luis
Saez in the Personal Ensign Saturday. “He had to use her to get
there. I didn’t tell him much about how to ride her, I just said,

Join the
Readers
Club
thisishorseracing.com/readersclub
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let him ride his race. I kind of wonder…she’s hit soft ground a
couple of times which I don’t think she’s in love with. The New
York was a mile and a quarter, I don’t think she liked the ground
but I’m not so sure she liked the distance either. I don’t think
that’s her cup of tea. She won a going a mile and an eighth,
now I’m trying to figure out where I go with her. I’m thinking
the flat mile at Keeneland. She won the Beaugay easy enough.
She’s a nice mare. She worked good for this race, too. I was
anxious to try her one more time on the dirt. You know why?
The filly and mare turf is a mile and three eighths at Del Mar.
The Distaff is a mile and an eighth, same as this race, I said,
‘let’s find out now.’ She had already won a stake on the dirt.”

of Temple City joined Mott after winning three races, including
the American Turf in May. “Third in the Saratoga Derby. Fourth
in the Belmont Derby. Going to go to Kentucky Downs.”

Hope Over Fear. Owned by Parkland Thoroughbreds, the
Cupid filly made her career debut here July 22. “She might run
Sunday. She ran once, fourth. Ran good. She worked good on
the turf, she’s kind of bred for turf, she looks a little turfy to
me, we’re going to run her back on the dirt. Kind of backwards,
usually we run on the dirt first.”

and LNJ Foxwoods, the 3-year-old colt won his second start
last year and has worked 11 times at Belmont Park and Saratoga in preparation for his return. “He’ll run Saturday, I thought
he was my second best 2-year-old last year. He’s only run
twice. He broke his maiden up here, beat some of the same
horses Speaker’s Corner beat. He’s going to make his comeback, first time in a year. He had a little frontal fracture in a hind
ankle, let it heal. We’ll see. He’s doing good.”

Tacitus. Juddmonte homebred has won four races from 16
starts for $3.7 million. Son of Tapit hasn’t run since finishing seventh in the Saudi Cup in February. “This is Tacitus. Got
a foot bruise behind so he’s going to miss the Jockey Club.
Hopefully have him back on the track in a few days. Put a bar
shoe on him. He’s been very straightforward until this year, we
hadn’t had any issues until he slipped in his stall in Dubai. He
had never been home for a rest. He had been on the racetrack
marching. We sent him to the farm, brought him back here, he
was training pretty good, I was working him with every decent
horse in the barn, he was working with Speaker’s Corner, you
go right down the line. We worked him out of the gate fiveeighths with Speaker’s Corner, he was ready to run somewhere
and then bruised his heel behind, wound up with a little quarter
crack. We trimmed it out. I tried patching it, a little too early, so
I had to take it off. You can’t rush it.”

Caramel Swirl. Godolphin homebred accompanied Art

Lovestruck. Godolphin homebred daughter of Tapit won

Designer Ready. Lunsford homebred won her debut at
Woodbine in October but is winless in three stakes tries since.
“Little Tapit filly, stakes placed. We ran her once here, she was
off the board. She needs to improve.”
Olympiad. Owned by Grandview Equine, Cheyenne Stable

Collector to Charles Town but could only muster a fourth in the
Charles Town Oaks. “Wasn’t in love with Charles Town. Was
4-5, just didn’t break enough for that track. She’s got some
speed, she wound up going into the turn in third, but, boy, they
left there honking.”
Du Jour. Owned by Natalie Baffert and Debbie Lanni, the son
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her debut here last summer and backed it up with a win the
Tepin in November. She returned to finish eighth in the Wild
Applause and sixth in the Lake Placid. “Bit of a disappointment this year. Did not like the soft ground the other day, never
picked up the bridle, that’s the only thing I can say. I wouldn’t

Continued On Page 10
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to raise the future.

Brown Advisory is proud to support the racing community—
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Stable Tour –
Continued from page 8
run her on soft ground again.”

Lake Avenue. Another Godolphin homebred daughter of

Tapit, she finished second in the Ballerina Saturday. “She ran
a beautiful race. She’s been second her last three times, you
can’t fault the rides and you can’t fault the effort.”

Calloway Peak. Juddmonte homebred is by Travers winner Arrogate out of Grade 2 stakes winner Filimbi. The gray
colt has posted nine breezes at Saratoga since June 24. “He’s
about ready. He’s fit enough to run if I’m brave enough to take
him to the paddock and see if I can get him from the paddock
to the gate. He’s a little bit of meathead. He’s been doing well
but I don’t know. He got loose on the farm, I guess he ran back
into the barn, wide open and they closed the barn door and he
ran straight into it. He’s got it in him. When I took him with the
pony, he was on his hind legs, he was straight up in the air as
soon as you tried to take the strap. I put him in the round pen
the other day and I put the iron halter on him, he couldn’t go
anywhere, I ponied him for a little bit. I worked him yesterday
on the grass and I took him with the pony. He rubber necks. If
you tuck him up and gallop him slow, he’s fine. He’s OK on the
grass. He’s OK. I might run him here, see if I’m brave enough.”
War Like Goddess. Owned by George Krikorian, the

daughter of English Channel sports five wins from six starts,
including the Glens Falls here. “Thousand-dollar yearling. You
brought a lot of money at the 2-year-old sale. $30,000. So you
never know. We had her late as a 2-year-old, we had to just
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keep turning her out, she had the bone bruising and stuff. We
brought her in as a 3-year-old, she ran in September at Churchill and she won. Then she came back at Keeneland and won.
I started her in a stake that Antoinette won going a mile and
three sixteenths, she closed. She won the Orchid in her next
start, won the Bewitch and won the other day. She’ll go to the
Flower Bowl.”

Silver Strand. Owned by Jeff Drown and Summer Wind,
the $575,000 purchase at Fasig Tipton Select Sale across
East Avenue won her debut here. “This filly broke her maiden
first time out. Nicely bred out of India. We’ll go to an other
than somewhere, down at Belmont, I suppose. I haven’t even
looked. I’ve got More Moonshine for the same condition.”
Graphic Detail. A $320,000 purchase by OXO Equine, the
2-year-old colt posted his first breeze in Saratoga Aug. 27.
“Practical Joke 2-year-old, just came in, hasn’t been here long.
He was training with Authorize.”
Aunt Kat. Owned by Carl Pollard, the daughter of Uncle Mo

won three in a row before finishing second in the Shine Again.
“She’s been a project. She didn’t break her maiden until she
was 4, anyway, we got her stakes-placed. We got her in as a
3-year-old, she was green, it takes her a lot of time to get her
confidence in anything. She’s been really good lately, but boy, it
took her a while. She can really run. I thought she could win the
Shine Again but she ran good, first time in stakes company.”

Cody’s Wish. Godolphin son of Curlin finished third at Belmont Park June 4 and third here July 28. “Maiden. Third going
seven eighths, third going a mile and an eighth. Hadn’t been
very good in the gate, hadn’t been very good going in the gate,
hadn’t been very good coming out of the gate. Hopefully we’re
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slowly making some progress.”

Casa Creed. Another star for LRE Racing and JEH Racing,
the 5-year-old finished third in the Fourstardave earlier in the
meet. “Jaipur winner. First Grade 1 winner for Jimmy Creed.
He goes to Kentucky Downs. For a million dollars. I don’t know
his best distance, but hopefully it’s 6 1/2.”

Obligatory. Winner of the Eight Belles, second in the Acorn
and fifth in the Test, the Juddmonte homebred snorted at Winston who leapt in the air at the offering. “Might try her back
at two turns in the Cotillion. She got a lot of pace in the Eight
Belles, she went from last to first through the long stretch.
Second in the Acorn. The other day, for as far back as she
comes, she had no chance. I guess I need to try her one more
time around two turns. I don’t know what else I would do.”
More Moonshine. Summer Wind homebred won her de-

but by 6 1/2 lengths. She finished sixth a month later. “She
broke her maiden first time going seven eighths. I was going
to run her back seven eighths, the race going a mile and eighth
came up sooner, short field, I said, ‘Well, maybe there’s no
better time to see if she can handle two turns.’ She’s bred to be
a sprinter, but she’s built to go further, big, tall, leggy filly, big
stride. I just thought…I got it wrong. Got it wrong.”

That’s the tour, or most of it, as Mott’s assistant
and son Riley has some at the harness track.
“Now you can go see Riley, there’s 32 over
there,” Mott said after one hour and four minutes.
“I hope I didn’t give you too much information,
probably shouldn’t have told you about all the
loose horses.”
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They are

electric.
First yearlings by
Essential Quality wins Saturday’s Travers Stakes over Midnight Bourbon.

Dave Harmon

Step by Step
Godolphin homebred 3-year-old
adds another Gr. 1 to campaign
BY SEAN CLANCY

Find yours at Keeneland.
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Brad Cox weaved his way from a
railside interview, through the Travers
Day crowd like a man goes through a
grocery store with one item on his list.
A television cameraman tracking him,
the trainer accepted good luck from
Juddmonte’s Garrett O’Rourke and
a fan drinking from a Miller Lite can
before wedging his way into a Cox
Stable scrum (five BHC Stable/Essential Quality hats) at a bank of televisions inside the clubhouse’s main entrance.
The Eclipse Award-winning trainer of 2020 received a good-luck kiss
from his wife Livia Frazar, fanned
himself with a program before rolling the Post Parade into a home-made
whip and waited for Saturday’s Grade
1 Travers Stakes, the signature race
of the 2021 season at Saratoga Race
Course.

THE SARATOGA SPECIAL

TRAVERS STAKES RECAP
He didn’t need the whip, relying on
“Come on Luis” implorations, raising
his fist, hugging Frazar and kissing his
5-year-old son, Brodie, on top of his
head.
“Wow,” Cox said walking away
from the television. “That was a battle.”
Essential Quality and jockey Luis
Saez won another battle, a 10-furlong
chess match that turned into a match
race between frontrunner Midnight
Bourbon and Essential Quality. The
Godolphin homebred gradually wore
down the gallant pacesetter to score
by a neck. Only Essential Quality, a
once-beaten son of Tapit, can make
a neck decision in the Travers seem
routine. At least routine when it’s
Continued On Page 14
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Travers –
Continued from page 12
over, another stakes win delivered with a relentless,
never-waver style. Flash? Look somewhere else. Reliability? Look no further.
“This one was easier to watch for sure, a little
better trip here,” Cox said referring to a wide voyage in the Jim Dandy a month ago. “Today, he’s
riding him, he’s asking him, you’re wondering, but
he keeps coming. When he engages with the other
horse, he’s like ‘OK, I’m going to get in front of you
but I’m not going to put you away,’ but I’m going
to stay in front of you. That’s how it looks to me.”
Looks like his eighth win in his ninth start. The
Kentucky-bred colt won his debut at Churchill
Downs in September, won the Grade 1 Breeders’ Futurity and Grade 1 Breeders’ Cup Juvenile to finish
his championship juvenile season in 2020. This year,
he won the Grade 3 Southwest, the Grade 2 Blue
Grass, the Grade 1 Belmont, the Grade 2 Jim Dandy
and the Grade 1 Travers for $4,215,144. Let that
sink in for a moment. His only blemish – and it’s
hardly a blemish – was a hard-luck fourth, beaten a
length in the Grade 1 Kentucky Derby.
“A roughed-up fourth in the Derby, really a better
trip he wins it,” Cox said. “If he wins the Derby,
would we have went to the Preakness, would we
Continued On Page 16 Midnight Bourbon and Essential Quality (second and third from right) come off the turn in the Travers.

Dom Napolitano/NYRA

PLAY LIKE
THE PROS
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We Sell Only What We Raise
Selling at KEENELAND SEPTEMBER
Yearlings by:

CURLIN, MEDAGLIA D’ORO, INTO MISCHIEF,
UNCLE MO, QUALITY ROAD, WAR FRONT, CANDY RIDE, HARD SPUN,
MALIBU MOON, TIZNOW, UNION RAGS, FIRST SAMURAI

Book 1 • Barn 15
September 13-14

Book 2 • Barn 39
September 16

For inquiries, please contact Arthur Hancock at (859) 987-3737 • 200 Stoney Point Road, Paris, KY 40361
E-mail: stonefarm@stonefarm.com

www.stonefarm.com
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Travers –
Continued from page 14

Home of the
NO-EXPENSE Claim

Thoroughbred Racing Partnerships

have went to the Belmont? Listen, if
we did all that, we may not have gone
to the Jim Dandy and we may not be
here. It’s the way it’s supposed to be
and I’m proud of what he’s accomplished.”
In a race devoid of speed, Midnight Bourbon took control from
the inside post. Coming off a fall in
the Haskell, the Preakness runner-up
broke sharply and was encouraged
with a loose rein from Ricardo Santana Jr. Saez allowed Essential Quality to recover from a misstep as the
gates opened and set up on Midnight
Bourbon’s flank. The second choice
and the first choice had quickly taken
control of the $1.25 million stakes.
Midnight Bourbon loped through
the first quarter-mile in :24.18, opening an easy 3 lengths on Essential
Quality. Curlin winner Dynamic One
checked off heels in third as Miles D,
making just his fourth start, set up
outside in fourth. Jim Dandy third
Masqueparade parked outside in fifth
and Jim Dandy runner-up Keepmeinmind pulled hard in sixth. Longshot
King Fury settled from his outside
post in last. Midnight Bourbon posted an easy half mile in :48.96 and
three-quarters in 1:14.49 as Essential Quality closed the gap to 1 1/2
lengths and his rivals accordioned

behind him. Dynamic One and Keepmeinmind taking the worst of the
stuttering tempo.
Midway on the turn, Miles D
moved to the outside and triggered
counter moves.
Saez pumped – knees, hands, elbows and shoulders moving in unison – as Essential Quality treaded
water for a sixteenth of a mile. He
wasn’t losing ground, but he certainly
wasn’t gaining it. By the quarter pole,
that had changed as Essential Quality ignited his relentless closing kick,
ranging to the outside of Midnight
Bourbon. Saez alternated between
right-handed flicks, waves and a ballof-muscle style that’s proven prolific
all meet. The meet’s leading jockey
stood up at the wire, did the sign of
the cross and pumped fists with Santana as they galloped out around the
turn. Essential Quality finished 1 1/4
miles in 2:01.96.
“He makes it interesting, there is
no doubt, he makes it interesting.
Last time in the Jim Dandy, we were
last and kind of scrubbing at the
three-eighths pole and kind of questioning if we were going to get up or
not, he got there, with a lot of ground
lost,” Cox said. “Today was probably a little better trip, lack of pace up
front, he’s adaptable. He kind of puts
himself where he needs to be. He’s a
champion and he does what champions do, they win.”
Continued On Page 18

Race Horse Ownership offers so much
more than just the Excitement!

(800) 989-IFRS(4377)
infrontracingstables.com
Essential Quality wins for the eighth time in nine starts.
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Travers –

Hey Brad, now what?

Continued from page 16
With one championship already registered,
Essential Quality is well on his way to his second. Wearing his traditional white Godolphin
blinkers with a one-inch blue cups, Essential
Quality, racked up his second Grade 1 stakes
this year and swept the two big 3-year-old
stakes at Saratoga this summer. He’s worn
blinkers in every start.
“Shaun Bridgmohan (aboard for the debut
win) was breezing him and we really liked
him. We had a pretty good idea that he was
a good colt,” Cox said. “Credit to Shaun, he
came back one day and said, ‘Try blinkers on
this horse, not a lot, just a little bit, might polish him off. The first time we did it, it was
like, ‘Wow.’ He was a good colt, he was a really good colt with blinkers.”
Born at Darley in Lexington, broken at
Niall Brennan’s in Ocala and joining Cox at
Keeneland last spring, Essential Quality has
enjoyed a drama-free, clear run to stardom.
Eight wins from nine starts over 357 days.
“I don’t think he’s ever had a bad day. It
really is amazing to think about that,” Cox
said, walking out of the Carmen Barrera
room after the Travers. “He wowed me from
the get-go. He’s so consistent, he’s so, so con-

HAGYARD’S

“The Breeders’ Cup Classic.
How we get there, I don’t know.
I wouldn’t be opposed to just
training him up to the race.”
sistent. He’s never had a bad day, never had
a bad scope or something that sets him back
where I’ve got to miss a work with him and
never been out of our care since we took him
from Niall. We backed off him a little post
Breeders’ Cup, a little post Kentucky Derby, a
little post Belmont.”
Born and raised in Kentucky, Cox is somewhat new to Saratoga. He’s stabled horses
here over the past few seasons but spent more
time here this year than ever, going home
for six days during this meet. Consider him
hooked.
“Saratoga, this is the first time I’ve been
here a lot. This place is magical,” Cox said.
“The best racing fans in the world, by far. It
is an amazing place. You know what I love
about it, when you pull in, it’s not a casino.
It’s racing. It’s the way it’s supposed to be.”
Just like the winner of the 2021 Travers.

Essential Quality heads to the Travers winner’s circle.

Tod Marks
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Survival Mode

Yaupon fends off Firenze Fire for Grade 1 sprint victory

Tod Marks

Yaupon (right) repels Firenze
Fire in Saturday’s Forego.

BY TOM LAW

FOREGO STAKES RECAP

Steve Asmussen became North American racing’s all-time leading trainer by wins this summer.
He’s won 9,467 races and been the trainer of record
in more than 46,000. He’s likely seen all of them,
and maybe tens of thousands more. And he’s about
to add to the tally.
“I’m going to watch that a million times,” Asmussen said, standing among friends and family
watching a replay of Saturday’s wild Grade 1 Forego Stakes.
Asmussen won the Forego with Bill and Corrine
Heiligbrodt’s Yaupon, the first of two Grade 1 wins
on the Travers Day card along with Jackie’s Warrior in the H. Allen Jerkens in the successive race.
Yaupon impressed the Hall of Fame trainer, not just
for winning his first Grade 1 by running 7 furlongs
in 1:21.74, but for withstanding what everyone
was talking about for the rest of the day and likely
for for far longer.

Yaupon and Ricardo Santana Jr. led Firenze
Fire by about a neck past the eighth pole, a margin they’d maintained for most the previous 6 furlongs. A few strides from the sixteenth pole Firenze
Fire, apparently not satisfied with his attempts to
get past, extended his neck and bit at Yaupon. The
6-year-old got hold of Yaupon’s white bridle a few
times before Jose Ortiz was able to straighten him
out in deep stretch. Momentum lost, Firenze Fire
settled for second, just a head back.
Asmussen watched the race from the ground level on the apron well up from the finish.
“That is the craziest thing I’ve ever seen,” he
said. “When they were by me it looked like he was
going to get Ricky.”
Santana stayed busy on Yaupon, who threw his
head in the air a few times to avoid his biting adversary, and won his second Grade 1 of the meet.
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“That was kind of scary,” the jockey said. “That
never happened to me before and the only thing I
can think is, ‘Don’t stop riding.’ ”
Ortiz tried the same, and righted the half-turned
Firenze Fire. Before switching to attack mode, Firenze Fire looked like he might add the Forego to
his Grade 1 victory in the 2017 Champagne. He
was involved in a savaging incident before, on the
receiving end, when Whereshetoldmetogo took a
bite approaching the finish of the Grade 3 Gallant
Bob Stakes at Parx Racing in September 2018.
“I had perfect position; I stayed next to him and
I thought I had him beat, but you saw what happened inside the sixteenth,” Ortiz said. “My horse
tried to bite the other horse and I really had to get a
hold of him to get him away from him. It was really
weird. I’ve never been in that before.”
Yaupon improved to 6-for-8 in his career, the
lone defeats in the Breeders’ Cup Sprint last NoContinued On Page 22
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Forego –
Continued from page 20
vember at Keeneland and the Grade 1
Dubai Golden Shaheen in late March
at Meydan Racecourse in Dubai off a
more than four-month layoff. He won
last year’s Grade 2 Amsterdam late in
the spectator-free Saratoga meet, before a victory in the Grade 3 Chick
Lang on Preakness Day at Pimlico.
Yaupon met Grade 1 winners
Mischevious Alex, Whitmore, Lexitonian, Mind Control and Firenze Fire
in the Forego, easily his toughest assignment since finishing eighth in last
year’s Breeders’ Cup. Then the assignment got even tougher with a savaging opponent in deep stretch.
“It’s very exciting to have a winner
of the Grade 1 Forego for the Heiligbrodts with such an exciting horse,”
Asmussen said. “But the finish made
it that much more dramatic. I will
watch that replay many a time, many
a time in my future. To witness one,
or to watch a clip of one, in a Grade
1 at Saratoga, with two horses on the
lead, that will be memorable.”
Sent off as the 2-1 favorite in his
first try at 7 furlongs after racing exclusively at 6, Yaupon showed speed
leaving the gate and between Chance
It to the inside and Firenze Fire to the
outside. He led those two by a halflength past the opening sixteenth and
by almost a length after a furlong.
Yaupon still led by a half-length
through the opening quarter-mile in
:23.09. Firenze Fire inched closer leaving the backstretch and into the far
turn and he and Yaupon raced headand-head past the half in :45.70. Firenze Fire put a head in front between
the three-eighths and quarter poles
and was right alongside Yaupon turning for home with Mischevious Alex,
Chance It, Mind Control and Doubly
Blessed stacked up several paths off
the fence trying to make late runs.
They never transpired and Firenze
Fire and Yaupon inched away from the
field. Just outside the eighth pole the
two leaders exchanged a light bump
and Firenze Fire cocked his head to
the inside, not savaging but looking
like he might. After a few more strides
he did, losing his momentum and the
race in the process.
“Jose told me that if he had just
done that in one little instance he
could have corrected him, but he was
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Ricardo Santana high-fives assistant trainer
Scott Blasi after the Grade 1 win.

strong and he couldn’t get him off the
other horse,” said Kelly Breen, who
trains Firenze Fire for Ron Lombardi’s Mr. Amore Stable. “He said that
if he does it for one stride, ‘I think we
win the race.’ He went after him two
times in four full strides. He’s a tough
cookie. He was game.”
Yaupon won by a head, collecting $320,000 for his above-and-beyond efforts to pad his bankroll to
$703,264. Firenze Fire finished 2 ½
lengths in front of Chance It, who
nosed out Mind Control for the third
spot. A $255,000 purchase at the
2019 OBS June sale of 2-year-olds in
training, Yaupon provided the latest
Grade 1 victory for the strong Heiligbrodt-Asmussen partnership.
“Everybody’s always known what
a brilliant horse he is, the talent that
he’s shown and for him to show up
today on a stage and to beat, what,
five Grade 1 winners in the race, and
an unbelievably good time,” Asmussen said. “The Texas connection to
the Heiligbrodts and the Asmussens;
I can’t say enough about what they’ve
done for me. My first Grade 1 winner
at Saratoga was with Lady Tak, one
of theirs.”
Whitmore, last year’s champion
male sprinter, finished fifth and was
vanned off. He walked sound at the
stakes barn after the race, but X-rays
showed a small fracture and trainer Ron Moquett said the 8-year-old
gelding would be retired.
“Until we send it off to Dr. (Larry) Bramlage we don’t know exactly
what it is,” Moquett said. “But he’s
retired. He’s done enough and doesn’t
owe us anything. He’s just moving on
to the next part of his career.”
Whitmore won 15 races, finished
second 13 times and third five times
in 43 starts while earning $4,502,350.
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The Bite 2021

In a surefire “I was there” Saratoga moment, Saturday’s Grade 1 Forego turned into a battle – literally – as Firenze Fire (8) went after Yaupon in deep stretch.
The biting did little to deter Yaupon and Ricardo Santana Jr., who repelled the challenge (and the challenge) to win by a head over Firenze Fire and Jose Ortiz.

Photos by
Dave Harmon
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Nice View

Jackie’s Warrior proves his mettle in battle with Life Is Good

Tod Marks

Jackie’s Warrior (right) holds
off Life Is Good in the Jerkens.

BY JOE CLANCY

ALLEN JERKENS STAKES RECAP

Steve Asmussen watched Jackie’s Warrior win
Saratoga Race Course’s Amsterdam Stakes from a
clubhouse box seat halfway up the stretch Aug. 1.
Saturday, for the Grade 1 H. Allen Jerkens Memorial, the Hall of Fame trainer wanted an even better view and was down on the grandstand apron at
track level.
“This was a race to watch from there, you talk
about stage set, that was it,” he said. “The stage
was set, and I wanted to watch that as close as I
could. I wanted to see that up close.”
Jackie’s Warrior and Life Is Good didn’t disappoint Asmussen, or anyone else who saw the
$500,000 Jerkens – part of a massive Travers Day
card featuring seven graded stakes.
Life Is Good came into the 7-furlong test with
reputation. Three starts, three wins, Kentucky Der-

by aspirations, a transfer of trainers from Bob Baffert in California to Todd Pletcher in New York.
Jackie’s Warrior entered with his own gaudy resume
of six wins in nine starts, a 3-for-3 mark at Saratoga and that knockout Amsterdam win four weeks
earlier. The race attracted four other runners, but
those two drew all the pre-race attention and even
added some build-up in the paddock – circling the
same small walking ring just outside the saddling
stalls. They didn’t seem to notice each other, but the
people sure noticed them.
And then the race started.
“When they left the gate, it was like, ‘Oh they
are the fastest two horses,’ ” Asmussen said.
The 4-5 favorite Life Is Good popped out of the
outside stall for Mike Smith and gradually outran
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the 3-2 Jackie’s Warrior and Joel Rosario for the
lead. Outside, with Smith tall in the stirrups, Life Is
Good got the first quarter-mile in :21.97 as a loosereined Jackie’s Warrior stayed inside and kept pace
three-quarters of a length behind. Smith let out a
notch early on the turn, and Life Is Good put a
quick 2 lengths on everybody. Rosario just watched
for a beat.
“A little bit,” the jockey replied when asked if
that was on purpose. “I sat a little bit, to see what
happens and he was fine there.”
Two lengths clear through a half-mile in :44.16,
Life Is Good looked poised to toss his white bridle
into the 3-year-old picture – until Rosario sent Jackie’s Warrior back into battle just before the quarter
pole. Rallying along the rail, the son of Maclean’s
Music drew alongside and the race was on.
Continued On Page 26
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Shop, Dine and Stroll

Enjoy our 12 restaurants and visit our major
retailers, including West Elm, Circles, Primal,
Edleez Tobacco, Jean Paul Spa & Salons, Pearl Grant
Richmans, Ten Thousand Villages and many more!

Just a 30-minute drive from Saratoga off of I-87
Open 7 days a week • StuyvesantPlaza.com
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Jerkens –

Dave Harmon

Jackie’s Warrior exits the winner’s circle with
his fourth win at Saratoga in two seasons.

Continued from page 24
“I had to start getting a little bit
in the race,” said Rosario. “He’s fast
and he runs and he listens to me. That
makes him tough. We sprinted from the
five-sixteenths.”
Among the beer cans, benches, bettors and “woo-hooers” up the stretch,
Asmussen had a perfect view.
“Joel came into the stretch with
horse, I could see that,” said the trainer. “He’s going to run from there to
the wire. It’s out of your hands what
the other horse does. Mike was confident on his horse there too, but when
Jackie’s Warrior got to the head of the
stretch in the condition he did, you had
your chance.”
Though Life Is Good didn’t let go,
Jackie’s Warrior seized it, taking the
lead just before the eighth pole as 6
furlongs went by in 1:08.36. As good
horses do, Life Is Good answered that challenge but
couldn’t get past. Jackie’s Warrior prevailed by a
neck in 1:21.39. Third-place Following Sea was 8
3/4 lengths behind.
A $95,000 Keeneland September purchase by
Asmussen for Kirk and Judy Robison in 2019,
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Jackie’s Warrior continues to win over witnesses.
His trainer was part of the fan club early on.
“He’s so intelligent, I love to watch his races,”
Asmussen said. “You can tell the expression. He
flicks his ears and stuff, which they do, but isn’t he
just awesome the way he runs to the wire and then
he’ll pull up like, ‘Take my picture?’ He’s just an

THE SARATOGA SPECIAL

unbelievably special horse. He’s beautiful. He’s got an unbelievable amount
of talent and he’s unbelievably intelligent.”
Bred by J and J Stable of Florida
residents Jennie and John Williams,
Jackie’s Warrior came with those traits.
Asmussen laughed when asked about
what it’s like to train such a horse.
“Our job is to get the hell out of his
way,” he said. “Just get out of his way.”
And let him shine.
Jackie’s Warrior won his debut at
Churchill Downs in June 2020, then
added the Grade 2 Saratoga Special
and Grade 1 Hopeful here before taking the Grade 1 Champagne at Belmont
Park to earn favoritism in the Breeders’
Cup Juvenile. Fourth behind Essential
Quality there, the bay colt started his
3-year-old campaign at Oaklawn Park
and finished third to Essential Quality
after leading the 1 1/16-mile Southwest early. Since
then, it’s been nothing but one-turn races – a win
in the Pat Day Mile on Kentucky Derby Day, a second in the 7-furlong Woody Stephens on Belmont
Stakes Day and then back-to-back Saratoga wins
Continued On Page 27
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A.G. VANDERBILT ALICIBIADES ARLINGTON MILLION AWESOME AGAIN
BELMONT DERBY BREEDERS’ CUP TURF
BREEDERS’ CUP CLASSIC BREEDERS’ CU
Continued from page 26
FILLY AND MARE TURF DELAWARE HANDICAP
DONN HANDICAP
– a 7 1/4-length romp in the Grade 2
DUBAI WORLD CUP FRIZETTE FOREGO FRANK KILROE MILE GARDEN CITY GRAN
Amsterdam and now the Jerkens.
The Robisons live in El Paso, Texas,
NATIONAL HURDLE HASKELL INVITATIONAL HOLLYWOOD TURF CUP IROQUOIS
and did not make the trip to the Jerkens.
They did send five grandsons, however
HURDLE JOE HIRSCH TURF CLASSIC KENTUCKY DERBY
– Grayson, Riley and Barrett Graham
and Chandler and Cash Carter.
KING’S BISHOP LONESOME GLORY HURDLE MAKER’S 46 MILE MANHATTAN
“Jackie’s Warrior is their first Grade
1 winner ever and they’ve been in
MAN O’ WAR MATRIARCH METROPOLITAN MILE NEARCTIC STAKES
the business for over 20 years,” said
PRIORESS QUEEN ELIZABETH II SHADWELL TURF MILE SPINAWAY
Grayson Graham. “This is a horse of a
lifetime for them. It’s really incredible.
SWORD DANCER TEST UNITED NATIONS VANITY HANDICAP
WHITNE
We’re just along for the ride. ThisSPINSTER
is my
fourth Jackie’s Warrior race to come
WOOD MEMORIAL A.G. VANDERBILT ALICIBIADES ARLINGTON MIL
to and the first three are the only HANDICAP
ones
he lost. I’m surprised they sent me, but
LION AWESOME AGAIN BELMONT DERBY BREEDERS’ CUP TURF
this has been a great trip. He was so
game down the stretch.”
BREEDERS’ CUP CLASSIC BREEDERS’ CUP FILLY AND MARE TURF DELAWARE
It was the second consecutive win
HANDICAP DONN HANDICAP DUBAI WORLD CUP FLORIDA DERBY FRIZETTE
in the Jerkens for Asmussen, who took
the 2020 edition with Echo Town. Run
MILE
as the King’s Bishop when started in FOREGO FRANK KILROE
Fair Hill
EquineGARDEN
Therapy CITY
Center GRAND
horses NATIONAL HURDLE
1984, but converted to the Jerkens in
INVITATIONAL
HOLLYWOOD
TURFGrade
CUP IROQUOIS
2017 in memory of the Hall ofHASKELL
Fame
78 individual
1 winnersHURDLE JOE HIRSC
include
trainer who passed away in 2015, the
TURF CLASSIC
DERBY
KING’S1BISHOP
andKENTUCKY
the winners of
119 Grade
races. LONESOME
race routinely makes winning trainers
stop and think. Asmussen, a GLORY
Hall of
HURDLE
MAKER’S 46 MILE
MANHATTAN MAN O’ WAR MATRIARCH ME
Famer since 2016 who set the career
Just some of the races they’ve won…
ROPOLITAN MILE
NEARCTIC STAKES PRIORESS QUEEN ELIZABETH II SHADWEL
win record for a trainer this summer,
was no different.
TURF MILE SPINAWAY
SPINSTER SWORD DANCER TEST
“To be a horse trainer and to win
the Allen Jerkens two years in a row
UNITED NATIONS VANITY HANDICAP
WHITNEY HANDICAP WOOD MEMORIAL A.G
is just . . . to be unbelievably fortunate
enough to have my name associated
VANDERBILT ALICIBIADES ARLINGTON MILLION AWESOME AGAIN
with a man like that is really special,”
he said. “He’s Allen Jerkens and
we’re
BELMONT
DERBY BREEDERS’ CUP TURF
BREEDERS’ CUP CLASSIC BREEDERS’ CU
horse trainers. There’s a difference.
FILLY AND MARE TURF DELAWARE HANDICAP DONN HANDICAP
You would ask me what I think about
a horse. You would ask him, what
DUBAI WORLD CUP FLORIDA DERBY FRIZETTE FOREGO FRANK
should I think about this horse. What
should I think?”
MILE GARDEN CITY GRAND NATIONAL HURDLE HASKELL INVITATIONA
You should think plenty aboutKILROE
Jackie’s Warrior.
HOLLYWOOD TURF CUP IROQUOIS HURDLE JOE HIRSCH TURF
CLASSIC KENTUCKY DERBY
KING’S BISHOP LONESOME GLORY HURDLE
MAK
ER’S 46 MILE MANHATTAN MAN O’ WAR MATRIARCH METROPOLITAN MILE
N
ARCTIC STAKES PRIORESS QUEEN ELIZABETH II SHADWELL TURF MILE SPINAWA
SPINSTER SWORD DANCER TEST UNITED NATIONS
Hyperbaric Oxygen Therapy | AquaPacer | Cold Saltwater Spa | Dry Salt Room | Vibration Therapy | Training Center
VANITY HANDICAP
WHITNEY HANDICAP WOOD MEMORIAL A.G. VANDERBILT AL
721 Training Center Drive, Elkton, Maryland 21921
CIBIADES ARLINGTON MILLION
AWESOMEwww.fairhilletc.com
AGAIN BELMONT DERBY BREEDER
Phone: 610-496-5080
CUP TURF
BREEDERS’ CUP CLASSIC BREEDERS’ CUP FILLY AND MARE TURF DEL
Tod Marks
WARE HANDICAP
DONN HANDICAP DUBAI WORLD CUP
FLORIDA DERBY
FR
Joel Rosario and trainer Steve Asmussen revel in the win.
ZETTE FOREGO FRANK KILROE MILE GARDEN CITY

Winning when it matters.
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SWORD DANCER STAKES RECAP

Tale of
Two Trips

Rosario’s savvy ride
helps Gufo land Gr. 1
BY PAUL HALLORAN

Dave Harmon

Gufo (right) denies Irish raider Japan in Saturday’s Sword Dancer.

ONE HORSE

The good news for Stephen Cainelli: There are
some nice bathrooms at Del Mar.
That’s where Cainelli, a retired obstetrician from
Texas, found himself Saturday afternoon as the
horses were loading into the gate for the $735,000
Grade 1 Sword Dancer at Saratoga Race Course.
Cainelli’s visit to the facilities was not prompted by
his kidneys, but rather his mind.
“Each race that I’ve been physically present and
watched him, he’s finished second or third. Every
Continued On Page 30

Keeneland September buyers
and sellers remember some
names from the past.

LIAM’S MAP, 2012. Consignor Mark Taylor with Taylor Made Sales

Liam’s Map and dam Miss Macy Sue
in June 2011. Taylor Made Farm photo

SEPTEMBER
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”We’ve got pictures back from every month from when he was a little baby and I went back and looked
at them. He was always good looking that’s for sure, even then. The Albaugh family owned his dam Miss
Macy Sue and when she retired they sent her to Taylor Made. There was no preconceived notion about
whether they’d sell or race the babies. When Liam’s Map was coming up through the ranks, we told them
that he would bring a lot of money and they said they’d put him in there but they were not going to give
him away. He didn’t have as much vetting as some other horses because I think people looked at him and
thought he was going to be too expensive. I didn’t think we would get him sold. J.J. Crupi bought him for St.
Elias Stable. He was good from the day he was born. It was like he was cut from a different cloth. He never
had a bad day. I thought it was really cool that he had the chance to come full circle and win a Breeders’
Cup race at Keeneland after selling there. We take these monthly photos, religiously, and when you get a
good one it’s nice to see them grow up. Some go through ugly stages, he really didn’t.”
An $800,000 yearling, Liam’s Map won six of eight starts (with two seconds) including Grade
1 scores in the 2015 Whitney and Breeders’ Dirt Mile while earning $1,358,940. His three crops
to race include Grade 1 winners Colonel Liam, Basin and Wicked Whisper.
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DELAWARE CERTIFIED THOROUGHBRED PROGRAM

It PAY$ to Race
Delaware Certified!

STAKES CLOSING
Delaware Bred or Certified Restricted Stakes
Purses $100,000 each, FREE nominations.
Closing Wednesday, September 15, 2021 • Run date is Saturday, September 25, 2021
Contact Delaware Park racing office at 302-994-2521 ext 7225

The Small Wonder
For Fillies Two Year Olds • Five and One Half Furlongs

The First State Dash
For Two Year Olds • Five and One Half Furlongs

The Tax Free Shopping Distaff
For Fillies and Mares Three Year Olds and Upward • Six Furlongs

The New Castle
For Three Year Olds and Upward • Six Furlongs
Also closing September 15, 2021 is The DTHA Governor’s Day Stake and The George Rosenberger
Memorial. Both stakes are restricted to horses which have started at Delaware Park in 2021
(stake races excluded). A $50,000 purse bonus will be added to these two stakes for Delaware Certified
eligible horses that run and finish 1st, 2nd and 3rd. Purse total will be $125,000 for DCTP horses.

A

To find out if your horse is DCTP eligible,
go to dtha.com and click on the DCTP link.
DELAWARE CERTIFIED THOROUGHBRED PROGRAM
777 Delaware Park Blvd. Wilmington, DE 19804
302-994-2398 tel • 302-994-3392 fax
email: dctp@dtha.com • website: www.dtha.com
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Sword Dancer –
Continued from page 28
race I haven’t watched (live), he’s
won. So I went to the bathroom,” a
superstitious Cainelli said, after Gufo
rallied from 7 lengths back to earn
an automatic berth into the Nov. 6
Breeders’ Cup Turf at Del Mar.
The slightly favored Gufo held
off the fast-closing Japan, an Aidan
O’Brien trainee who had a less than
ideal trip under Ryan Moore. Japan
was beaten to an opening early in the
stretch by Joel Rosario aboard Gufo,
which more than accounted for the
neck difference at the wire. O’Brien
and Moore both remained winless at
Saratoga, three weeks after Bolshoi
Ballet was off the board as the 6-5
favorite in the Saratoga Derby and
four years after Idaho failed as the 7-5
choice in the Sword Dancer.
“Joel gave him a great ride,”
Cainelli said. “There was an opening
and he closed it. If he didn’t do that,
the result could have been different.”
Bill Mott’s Channel Maker, making his second start after a trip to the
Middle East for the Neon Turf Cup
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in Saudi Arabia in February and the
Dubai Sheema Classic at Meydan,
was determined to get to the lead in
the 1 1/2-mile stakes, carving out fractions of :23.38, :48.59 and 1:14.42.
The Chad Brown duo of Tribhuvan,
coming off a win in the Grade 1 United Nations at Monmouth Park, and
Rockemperor tracked the leader, followed by Moretti and Japan.
Japan was 3 lengths clear of Gufo
heading down the backstretch, but as
Rosario made his move between Japan and Rockemperor, Moore kept
Japan on the rail. After they turned
for home and Gufo had gotten first
run, Moore had no choice other than
to move to the outside, but it was too
late and Japan’s final, furious surge
came up just short. New York-bred
Cross Border got up for third.
“He is a top-class horse. He’s always been a top-class horse,” trainer
Christophe Clement said. “The race
set up perfect. There was plenty of
pace. This is fun, and it’s the kind of
race we like to win.”
Gufo gave Clement his third
Sword Dancer – joining Winchester
(2011) and Honor Glide (1991) –
Continued On Page 31

Gufo gets a well-deserved shower from Miguel Clement after the Sword Dancer.
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Sword Dancer –
Continued from page 30
while improving his career record to
7-2-3 from 12 starts with earnings
of $1,138,510 for Cainelli, a relative
newcomer to racing who struck lightning right from the start.
“This is the first horse I’ve ever
bred and owned,” said Cainelli, who
co-bred the horse with John Little,
an anesthesiologist who moved from
Texas to Lexington, where he has five
broodmares. “I told John if we could
breed to one of his mares, I’ll pay the
stud fee and that will give me an excuse to visit him in Lexington.”
The mare they chose was Floy,
who is by multiple graded-stakes winner Petionville and is also the dam
of $1,339,782-earner Hogy. They
wanted to breed to Bodemeister but
were turned down due to Floy having
miscarried a few times, Cainelli said.
Their second choice was Declaration
Of War – an O’Brien trainee when he
raced – and Gufo was born Feb. 8,
2017.
The horse prepared for his racing
career in Ocala with Ken LeJeune –
who died at age 60 last December.
Gufo broke his maiden at Gulfstream
Park in December 2019, then reeled
off three straight wins to start his
3-year-old campaign, including the
Grade 3 Kent Stakes at Delaware
Park. He lost to Domestic Spending by a head in the Saratoga Derby,
won the Grade 1 Belmont Derby and
missed by a neck in the Grade 1 Hollywood Derby at Del Mar to close out
the year.
After a six-month freshening,
Gufo lost to Channel Cat by a nose
in the Man o’ War and was third to
Domestic Spending and Tribhuvan in
the Manhattan. He was given a class
break and won the Grand Couturier
Stakes at Belmont as an odds-on favorite, setting him up for a return to
Grade 1 company in the Sword Dancer and making for a pleasant inaugural Saratoga visit for Cainelli.
“It’s like a bigger Keeneland and
a picnic all in one. People say it’s the
nicest racetrack in the U.S. and I have
to agree,” said Cainelli, who bought
out Little when Gufo was a 2-year-old
and runs as Otter Bend Stables. Gufo,
which means owl in Italian, was
named as a nod to Cainelli’s family
roots in Sopra Monte, Italy. Cainelli
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used to own a farm in Washington
State on the Kettle River, which flows
out of Canada and where otters gather on the bend in the river.
A New Jersey native who earned
his undergraduate and medical degrees at Rutgers, Cainelli took a job at
a hospital in San Angelo, Texas, after
completing his residency at the University of Michigan. He met his wife
and has never left. “Once you marry
a Texan, I don’t think you leave,” he
said.
He stepped away from obstetrics
in 1991 due to his wife facing health
issues that have resulted in her receiving two liver transplants and he
retired outright in 2013. He said he
knew nothing about horses, but his
friend Dr. Little did, and he decided
to invest in the sport, knowing that it
would likely not be a profitable venture.
“After we bred Floy, I told my wife,
we were going to put aside $250,000
and we’ll have a little fun, but expect
us to lose the $250,000,” Cainelli
said. “You know what? I’ve never had
to tap into the 250.”
Gufo has made sure of that.

2021 September Meet
Stakes Schedule
SEPTEMBER 16 – OCTOBER 3
IROQUOIS (GIII)
2021 “Win and You’re In Juvenile Division” | 2022 Kentucky Derby Points Race
Runs Sat., Sept. 18
$300,000 (includes $75,000 KTDF)
Two Year Olds

Closes Sept. 4
($200 nomination fee)
1 1/16 Miles

POCAHONTAS (GIII)
2021 “Win and You’re In Juvenile Fillies Division” | 2022 Kentucky Oaks Points Race
Runs Sat., Sept. 18
$300,000 (includes $75,000 KTDF)
Fillies, Two Years Old

Closes Sept. 4
($200 nomination fee)
1 1/16 Miles

LOCUST GROVE (GIII)
Runs Sat., Sept. 18
$400,000 (includes $100,000 KTDF)
Fillies & Mares, Three Years Old & Up

Closes Sept. 4
($200 nomination fee)
1 1/16 Miles

OPEN MIND (Listed)
Runs Sat., Sept. 18
$300,000 (includes $50,000 KTDF)
Fillies & Mares, Three Years Old & Up

Closes Sept. 4
($200 nomination fee)
6 Furlongs

LOUISVILLE THOROUGHBRED SOCIETY
Runs Sat., Sept. 18
$275,000 (includes $50,000 KTDF)
Three Years Old & Up

Closes Sept. 4
($200 nomination fee)
6 Furlongs

DOGWOOD (Listed)

SANTOS INC. jockeys

Runs Sat., Sept. 25
$275,000 (includes $50,000 KTDF)
Fillies, Three Years Old

are ready for a big summer.
Are you?

Closes Sept. 11
($200 nomination fee)
7 Furlongs

BOURBON TRAIL
Runs Sat., Sept. 25
$275,000 (includes $50,000 KTDF)
Three Year Olds

Closes Sept. 11
($200 nomination fee)
1 3/16 Mile

HARRODS CREEK
Runs Sat., Sept. 25
$275,000 (includes $50,000 KTDF)
Three Year Olds

Riders UP!

SENECA OVERNIGHT STAKES
Runs Fri., Oct. 1
$160,000 (includes $61,500 KTDF)
Fillies, Three Years Old

Miguel Mena 116

Saratoga, Churchill Downs,
Kentucky Downs, Ellis Park

Runs Sat., Oct. 2
$300,000 (includes $50,000 KTDF)
Three Year Olds & Up

Churchill Downs, Arlington Park,
Ellis Park, Remington Park

Closes Sept. 18
($200 nomination fee)
1 Mile

LUKAS CLASSIC (GIII)

Reylu Gutierrez 116

Runs Sat., Oct. 2
$400,000 (includes $100,000 KTDF)
Three Year Olds & Up

Saratoga, Colonial Downs, Remington Park
Remington Park

Closes Sept. 24
($0 nomination fee)
1 1/16 Miles

ACK ACK (GIII)

David Cabrera 118

Freddy Manrrique 118

Closes Sept. 11
($200 nomination fee)
7 Furlongs

Closes Sept. 18
($200 nomination fee)
1 1/8 Miles

Ben Huffman Vice President of Racing, Racing Secretary (502) 638-3820 • ben.huffman@kyderby.com
Dan Bork Stakes Coordinator: (502) 638-3806 • dan.bork@kyderby.com

We’ll ride anywhere you ship.
(305) 979-7779
@josesantos_33 on Twitter
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Star in the Making

Letruska handles deep field to improve to 5-for-6 in 2021
Letruska makes sure the battle is
for second in the Personal Ensign.

Tod Marks

BY MARY EDDY

PERSONAL ENSIGN RECAP

Letruska galloped back to the winner’s circle after delivering a gutsy victory in Saturday’s Grade
1 Personal Ensign at Saratoga Race Course before
Irad Ortiz Jr. stopped her at the finish pole facing
the infield. He watched himself on the screen as
Letruska stood with her ears forward, tilting one
back to listen to the cheers from the crowd behind
her.
Turning to her left, Letruska was met by her
trainer, Fausto Gutierrez, and groom, Jose Diaz. As
Gutierrez patted his mare and placed a hand on her
bridle, Ortiz leaned down and embraced the trainer, celebrating the third Grade 1 win this year for
the star mare.
“To win a race at this level, I’m very happy,”
said Gutierrez. “A race at this level is complicated,
but we never had a question about running at Saratoga. The first part of the race was very important.
We took the lead and took control. It was :46 (for
the half-mile) and I think today was a good frac-

tion. After that, she gave the extra of what she had
to give.”
Breaking from post six, Letruska left the gate
cleanly and was quickly asked by Ortiz to take a
position at the front of the field of nine. Rounding
the clubhouse turn, Letruska secured her spot on
the lead to the outside of 2020 Preakness winner
Swiss Skydiver as she settled in on the rail. With
Delaware Handicap winner Miss Marissa running
up to take second, Letruska led by a half-length
from her through an opening quarter in :23.01.
Continuing up the backstretch, Letruska held
her lead as Harvey’s Lil Goil made a bid to her outside after a half in :46.74. Turning for home, Ortiz
got to work and made his move. Letruska pinned
her ears as Swiss Skydiver made a play for the lead
along the rail at the eighth pole.
With a few right-handed taps from Ortiz, Letruska dug in for a final drive with a trio of foes behind
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her making their last efforts. Letruska would not be
denied and finished a half-length ahead of Bonny
South, who bested Royal Flag by a head for second
with a Dunbar Road another head back in fourth.
The final time for the 1 1/8 miles was 1:49.15.
“She does all the hard work, I just pilot her,”
said Ortiz. “She’s easy to ride.”
Ortiz rode Letruska for the first time to an upset
victory in the Grade 1 Apple Blossom Handicap in
April. There, she defeated champion and heavy favorite Monomoy Girl in a duel down the Oaklawn
Park stretch, scoring the first Grade 1 by a nose.
“After the Apple Blossom, she was doing something that we didn’t know about her,” Ortiz said.
“We always knew she was a nice filly, but (we found
out) she likes to fight. She’s a fighter.”
Excited to ride the mare again in the Ogden
Phipps Stakes at Belmont Park in her next start, Ortiz’s hopes of another Grade 1 victory with Letruska were dashed when he was injured in a spill two
Continued On Page 33
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Personal Ensign –
Continued from page 32
days before the race. Out with 10
stitches to his head and left arm, Ortiz was forced to sit on the bench for
two weeks. His younger brother, Jose,
picked up the mount in the Ogden
Phipps and for her win in the Grade
2 Fleur de Lis Stakes last time out at
Churchill Downs.
Back in the irons, Irad was thrilled
to earn another big win with the
5-year-old daughter of Super Saver.
“She’s a special horse,” he said. “I
am very proud and excited for Fausto
Gutierrez. He’s done such a great job
with her.”
Owned by St. George Stable,
Letruska has showcased her talent at
five racetracks in four states in 2021.
She started the year with a win in the
Grade 3 Sam Houston Ladies Classic by 3 ½ lengths and suffered her
only loss of the year in her next start,
finishing second to Kentucky Oaks
winner Shedaresthedevil in the Grade
2 Azeri. After breakout performances in the Apple Blossom and Ogden
Phipps, she romped in the Grade 2
Fleur De Lis by 5 3/4 lengths at Churchill Downs. Back in the Empire State
for the second time this year, she won
the Personal Ensign as the 3-5 posttime favorite before Saturday’s crowd
of 44,507.
“This is a Grade 1 with very
good horses in good form,” Gutierrez said. “It’s not easy and I’m very
pleased with the way she ran. Every
place she’s run, all the horses she’s
run against, and she’s fast. She fights
and is a real racehorse. She’s special.
She has big character and a big heart.
For a horse to have this speed at this
distance, they need to have a strong
heart. Not for nothing, but she’s one
of the top horses in the country.”
The Personal Ensign victory marks
another important milestone for
Gutierrez, who moved to the United States from Mexico last year. In
Mexico, he was based year-round at
one of the country’s only racetracks,
Hipodromo de las Americas. As he
contemplated his transition to the
U.S., uncertainty loomed over how
the pandemic would affect his stable, with the seasonal nature of many
American racing circuits requiring
trainers to ship horses often.
“Being here is something I have al-
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2021 Fall Meet
Stakes Schedule
OCTOBER 31 – NOVEMBER 28
S TAR S OF TOMOR R OW I

STREET SENSE
Runs Sun., Oct. 31
$200,000 (includes $50,000 KTDF)
Two Year Olds

Closes Oct. 16
($150 nomination fee)
1 1/16 Miles

RAGS TO RICHES

Tod Marks

Irad Ortiz Jr. and trainer Fausto Gutierrez are
proud of Letruska.

ways wanted,” said Gutierrez, based
at Keeneland for the spring/summer.
“When I was in Mexico, I was a leading trainer for the past 10 years. I decided that at my age, it was time to
try running here. We moved Letruska and two other horses here and it
was difficult because of the pandemic.
I thought for a moment ‘Maybe we
should go back,’ but I can’t. It’s a lot
of traveling when you’re at this level,
but Letruska is such a strong competitor and this is where she belongs. The
satisfaction of her winning makes it
worth it.”
As Gutierrez left the winner’s circle, dozens of fans lined up to shake
hands, ask for autographs and photos
and congratulate him.
With his new-found fame, Gutierrez is thankful for all his mare has
given him.
“It’s so important to me and it’s a
real motivator to work every day and
try our best,” he said. “That leads to
performances like this.”
Trainer Brad Cox was pleased with
Bonny South’s second, hoping her run
is a sign he and his team are close to
a breakthrough with the 4-year-old
daughter of Munnings.
“It was a big effort. I’m proud of
her,” he said. “We got the set-up that
I thought we would, but she is really
good. She’s special. Our filly ran a big
race. We’re getting closer to her. We
belong in the Breeders’ Cup talk.”
Letruska will be pointed toward
the Grade 1 Juddmonte Spinster
Stakes Oct. 10 at Keeneland as a final
preparation for the Breeders’ Cup in
November.
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Runs Sun., Oct. 31
$200,000 (includes $50,000 KTDF)
Fillies, Two Years Old

Closes Oct. 16
($150 nomination fee)
1 1/16 Miles

BET ON SUNSHINE
Runs Sat., Nov. 6
$300,000 (includes $50,000 KTDF)
Three Years Old & Up

Closes Oct. 23
($200 nomination fee)
6 Furlongs

DREAM SUPREME
Runs Sat., Nov. 13
$300,000 (includes $50,000 KTDF)
Fillies & Mares, Three Years Old & Up

Closes Oct. 30
($200 nomination fee)
6 Furlongs

CHILUKKI (GIII)
Runs Sat., Nov. 20
$300,000 (includes $50,000 KTDF)
Fillies & Mares, Three Years Old & Up

Closes Nov. 6
($200 nomination fee)
1 Mile

FALLS CITY (GII)
Runs Thurs., Nov. 25
$500,000 (includes $100,000 KTDF)
Fillies & Mares, Three Years Old & Up

Closes Nov. 13
($300 nomination fee)
1 1/8 Mile

CLARK (GI)
presented by Norton Healthcare
Runs Fri., Nov. 26
$750,000 (includes $100,000 KTDF)
Three Year Olds & Up

Closes Nov. 13
($300 nomination fee)
1 1/8 Miles

S TAR S OF TOMOR R OW I I

LIVELY SHIVELY
Runs Sat., Nov. 27
$200,000 (includes $50,000 KTDF)
Two Year Olds

Closes Nov. 13
($150 nomination fee)
6 1/2 Furlongs

FERN CREEK
Runs Sat., Nov. 27
$200,000 (includes $50,000 KTDF)
Fillies, Two Years Old

Closes Nov. 13
($150 nomination fee)
6 1/2 Furlongs

GOLDEN ROD (GII)
2022 Kentucky Oaks Points Race
Runs Sat., Nov. 27
$400,000 (includes $75,000 KTDF)
Fillies, Two Years Old

Closes Nov. 13
($200 nomination fee)
1 1/16 Miles

KENTUCKY JOCKEY CLUB (GII)
2022 Kentucky Derby Points Race
Runs Sat., Nov. 27
$400,000 (includes $75,000 KTDF)
Two Year Olds

Closes Nov. 13
($200 nomination fee)
1 1/16 Miles
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Familiar Ground

Gamine powers home in the
Ballerina, her ninth win in 10 starts.

BY PAUL HALLORAN

BALLERINA STAKES RECAP

It was suggested to Michael Lund Petersen that
he seemed overly nervous in the period leading
up to the Grade 1 Ballerina Handicap at Saratoga
Race Course Saturday, which was manifested by
smoking, pacing, nervous laughter, you name it.
“I was,” he said in the winner’s circle after his
filly Gamine did what she always does: outran
her competitors virtually every step of the race.
“You always just want her to do well. She got out
of the gate like we wanted her to; that’s always a
nerve-racking thing.”
Even a worrywart like Petersen could breathe
easy after fractions of :23.20 and :45.68. At that
pace, Pegasus couldn’t catch Gamine, who earned
an automatic berth in the Breeders’ Cup Filly and
Mare Sprint.
“She shows up and gets it done every time. That’s
what good horses do,” said jockey John Velazquez,
now 7-for-8 on Gamine, the only loss coming in last

year’s Kentucky Oaks, a race in which she finished
third and was eventually disqualified for a positive
betamethasone test.
With Gamine breaking from the rail in the 7-furlong Ballerina, bettors trying to beat the 1-5 favorite may have seen a glimmer of hope. But even if
Petersen were worried, Velazquez was not.
“She’s fast,” he said. “I know she is going to
come out of there fast and get a good position.
Then you hope when you ask her to run, she runs,
and that’s what she did.”
Again.
Gamine broke third and quickly took the lead,
challenged early by Estilo Talentoso. The pair were
heads apart for about a dozen strides before Gamine eased away. Lake Avenue made an inside
move on the far turn and Ce Ce launched her bid
from the outside, as Gamine tilted her head to the
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Champion Gamine returns to Saratoga for another Grade 1 win

left around the turn and into stretch. There was
room on the rail for Lake Avenue, but it didn’t
matter. Gamine was simply too good and won by a
lengthening 1 3/4 lengths. Lake Avenue was second
and Ce Ce rounded out the trifecta.
“She’s always done that,” Velazquez of the head
turner who also turns heads with her sheer ability.
“It’s a bad habit she has. You have to let her do it.
She’s running anyway.”
And running faster than the rest. After the loss in
the Kentucky Oaks, Gamine rebounded to destroy
the field in the Breeders’ Cup Filly and Mare Sprint.
She opened her 4-year-old campaign with an easy
win in the Grade 3 Las Flores at Santa Anita Park,
followed by a Grade 1 Derby City Distaff victory on the Kentucky Derby undercard in which she
bobbled at the break, and a 10-length laugher in
the Grade 2 Great Lady M Stakes at Los Alamitos.
“Just to be blessed with a horse like this, it’s
Continued On Page 35
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Ballerina –
Continued from page 34
crazy,” said Petersen, a native of Denmark who
co-founded the Pandora jewelry company.
The Oaks defeat, only her second time around
two turns, is the lone blemish in the career of a filly for whom Petersen paid $1.8 million for at the
2019 Fasig-Tipton Midlantic May 2-year-olds in
training sale. By Into Mischief out of the Kafwain
mare Peggy Jane, Gamine has won nine of 10 and
has earnings of $1,681,500.
“Because when I was buying her, Bob (Baffert)
said don’t let her go,” Petersen said of the price tag.
“No regrets. It’s the most fun I’ve ever had in horse
racing. I have a lot of horses I paid a lot of money
for that didn’t turn out good. I’m just grateful for
her.”
Saturday was Petersen’s first visit to Saratoga,
but it marked a triumphant return for Gamine,
who won the Test Stakes by 7 lengths last year, seven weeks after a smashing 18-length score in the
Acorn at Belmont.
“Oh my God,” he said, when asked what he
thought of the 158-year-old cathedral of racing.
“It’s my first time here. I love it.”
Baffert’s troubles have been well documented,
with positive drug tests or overages for high-profile horses such as Gamine, Charlatan, Justify and,

most recently, Medina Spirit in this year’s Kentucky
Derby. The Hall of Fame trainer, who stayed home
in California Saturday, has fought and earned vindication in some instances, notably Gamine in an
Oaklawn Park allowance, Justify in the Santa Anita
Derby and Charlatan in the Arkansas Derby, but
that has not prevented some connections from pulling their horses.
Petersen was clear in his response when asked if
he considered taking that route.
“To be honest, I think Bob has gotten such an
unfair rap,” he said. “If you know Bob just a lit-

tle bit, you know he’s not a cheater . . . I do not
understand why horse racing doesn’t treat him like
Tiger Woods or Michael Jordan or Wayne Gretzky.
That’s what he deserves.
“I’ve never thought for a second about leaving
him, because I’m lucky that I actually know him.
Most people only read about him in the press and
they have been out to get him. I feel so bad for him.
Of course, he’s made mistakes. But I’ve made mistakes in my life and I haven’t been grilled the way he
has been. That’s my honest opinion. I’m sure other
people have a different opinion, but that’s mine.”

EXCITEMENT
West Virginia Breeders Classics, Ltd.
P.O. Box 1251 | Charles Town, WV 25414
www.wvbc.com | 304-725-0709
Carol Holden, President | Theresa Bitner, Exec. Sec.
Sam Huff, Chairman Emeritus
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Team Gamine crowds into the winner’s circle after the Grade 1 victory.

Sat., October 9, 2021
Post Time 7:00 pm

right out
of the gate!
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Featuring the West Virginia Breeders Classic
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BALLSTON SPA STAKES RECAP

Nose for
the Wire

Viadera makes amends
for prior loss in Gr. 2
BY TERRY HILL

Juddmonte
Farm’s
homebred
justa a a a a a a a a a a a a a a
a a a a
a a
a a aViadera
a a had
a a
won the Grade 2 Ballston Spa by a nose Saturday at
Saratoga Race Course and Chad Brown was clearly
happy with the win, his sixth victory in the filly and
mare turf stakes in the last 10 years. But he was not
at all surprised by the margin.
“Once again she shows she knows where the
wire is,” Brown said. “Certain horses just know;
and she’s one of them.”
to longtime
clients is now 4-for-6 in
The English-bred
5-year-old
Continued On Page 37 Viadera (left) prevails over the fast-closing High Opinion in Saturday’s Ballston Spa.
NEWMAN RACING
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Ballston Spa –
Continued from page 36
America and the four winning margins have
been necks and noses, two of each. The other nose win was last November in the Grade 1
Matriarch Stakes at Del Mar.
Viadera did not get back to the track for
eight months after the Matriarch.
“The layoff wasn’t totally planned. We did
give her a rest at Juddmonte and she took a
little extra time,” Brown said. “When she did
arrive, she was in great shape. We entered her
at Belmont before this meet, but she got rained
out. So, we had to Plan-B her into the De La
Rose.”
In the De La Rose, Viadera came into the
stretch in sixth with a barricade of three horses in front of her. Joel Rosario had to move
her outside and though she ran on gamely at
the end, it was late and only good enough for
fourth in the 1-mile restricted turf stakes.
Rosario, who has been aboard for all six of
Viadera’s U.S. races, obviously liked the Ballston Spa outcome.
“A much better trip,” he said. “Coming for
home, she was in the clear and she always tries
really hard. At the end I knew the other horse
was coming on the inside, but mine kept fighting. The other one did come very close though.”
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The other one was the Swift Thoroughbreds’
High Opinion, running for the first time in graded-stakes company. Jockey Luis Saez had the
Lemon Drop Kid filly behind the leaders along
the rail throughout the race. At the eighth pole
he found her an opening and shot through to
strongly challenge Viadera, who had taken the
lead from her stablemate and the pacesetter Tamahere. Track announcer John Imbriale called
the finish “too tight to call,” but as Brown said,
Viadera has a way of winning photos.
As for High Opinion, Saez said, “for a second I thought we had it won. She was just a
little late.”
Third place went to another Brown-trained
filly, the German-bred Kalifornia Queen.
Viadera is by the English stallion Bated
Breath and has now earned a total of $618,641
in her career. She will most likely retire at the
end of the year, but her connections hope she
has at least one and maybe two races left.
“We’d sure like her to defend her Matriarch
title at the end of November,” Brown said. “It’ll
probably be her last race, all things being equal.
In the meantime, we’ll see how she is after this
this one and see if she can make that race in
Keeneland.”
The Grade 1 $400,000 First Lady Stakes
for fillies and mares will be run at Keeneland
six weeks from the Ballston Spa, during FallStars Weekend Oct. 9, seven weeks before the
$400,000 Matriarch.
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Viadera and Joel Rosario return after the Grade 2 score.

Tod Marks
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Big Price

Sifting Sands upsets turf stakes
BY TOM LAW

BETTER TALK NOW STAKES RECAP

Chad Brown issued a bit of advice
after Sunday’s $120,000 Better Talk
Now Stakes at Saratoga Race Course.
Of course, it was too late for horseplayers to take heed after Brown sent
out Sifting Sands to his second win at
the meet at a longer-than-usual price
for a member of his well-stocked
turf-leaning string.
“Don’t miss the wedding, right?”
Brown joked on his way out of the
winner’s circle, after the English-bred
son of Dubawi won the 1-mile restricted stakes at 8-1. That followed
Sifting Sands’ win going 1 1/16 miles
July 24 in allowance-optional company at 28-1.
The first price might have been
excusable, given Sifting Sands was
making his first start since a no-threat

seventh in the Woodhaven Stakes in
mid-April at Aqueduct. He faced a
group of 11 that day on the Coaching Club American Oaks undercard,
and a field that included more than a
few coming off better efforts in more
recent starts.
The Better Talk Now came five
weeks later – just the spacing Brown
prefers – and against just seven other
3-year-olds who had not won a stakes
at 1 mile or over to be eligible for the
closing feature of Travers Weekend.
He went to the post the sixth choice
of the group, only ahead of the 12-1
Dreamer’s Disease and 10-1 Wolfie’s
Dynaghost, who completed the trifecta to leave regulars and out-of-towners
heading home scratching their heads.
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Sifting Sands (8) arrives in time to win Sunday’s Better Talk Now Stakes.

The three favorites? Straw Into
Gold, Ranger Fox and In Effect finished last, third-to-last and second-tolast, respectively.
“I guess it’s because he was such
a longshot last time, but he had the
fastest fig coming into the race, so I
didn’t quite understand that,” Brown
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said of the lack of respect for Sifting
Sands. “We’re starting to figure some
things out about this horse. I’m really proud of him, he’s really matured.
Given his pedigree you’d think he’d
be better at 3 anyway.”
Continued On Page 39
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Manny Franco settled Sifting
Sands in fourth early while Dreamer’s Disease and David Cohen set
the pace uncontested. They led by
1 1/2 lengths from Wolfie’s Dynaghost, a half-brother to Grade 1 winner Sadler’s Joy and the 2-year-old
filly Hail To who broke her maiden
in Sunday’s sixth race, through the
opening split of :23.79.
The field continued that way
through the half in :47.14 with
Dreamer’s Disease leading Wolfie’s
Dynaghost, Ranger Fox, Sifting Sands
and Dr Jack into the far turn. Dreamer’s Disease turned for home in front,
still by 1 1/2 lengths while Franco
tipped Sifting Sands a few paths off
the inside for a clear run at the leader.
Sifting Sands made up the 1 ½
lengths inside the eighth pole and
took the lead two strides from the finish to win by a head. Dreamer’s Disease held second, 2 lengths clear of
Wolfie’s Dynaghost with Danzigwiththestars fourth. Sifting Sands won in
1:35.12 over the firm inner course.
“I really have to compliment Manny,” Brown said. “In his last two rides
they really worked as a team. He had
a disastrous race down at Aqueduct,
but we stuck with Manny on this
horse because we thought we learned
something with him and gave him a
re-do with the horse. I learned a lot as
well. He’s really executed it these last
two races perfect, really letting him
run. He can be a headstrong horse.
He let him run into the first turn freely and get into position in his last two
starts and that has made all the difference.”
Sifting Sands won a 1-mile maiden race in mid-March to earn a trip
to stakes company in the 1 1/16-mile

BURKE EQUINE

Saratoga Leaders
TRAINERS ......................1ST
Chad Brown .............................34
Todd Pletcher ...........................25
Mike Maker ..............................24
Steve Asmussen ......................16
Christophe Clement..................16
Rob Atras.................................13
Bill Mott ...................................13
Brad Cox ..................................12
Rudy Rodriguez .........................8
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JOCKEYS .......................1ST
Luis Saez..................................58
Irad Ortiz Jr..............................45
Jose Ortiz.................................43
Joel Rosario.............................38
Tyler Gaffalione ........................31
Ricardo Santana Jr...................27
Manny Franco ..........................19
Jose Lezcano ...........................17
Dylan Davis ..............................15
John Velazquez ........................14
Through Tuesday
Woodhaven April 17 at Aqueduct.
The 5-1 third choice of seven that day
behind eventual winner and oddson Hard Love and Original, Sifting
Sands finished last of seven and 7 1/2
lengths back.
Brown stuck with Franco, who
learned his lessons aboard Peter
Brant’s purchased out of the 2019
Tattersalls Ltd. October yearling sale
for $645,273.
“We learned not to get in his way
too early,” Franco said. “You can’t
grab him right away. You have to give
him his head and then when you get
your position, just leave him comfortable. He seems like he likes it like
that.”

“Burke Equine is a quality establishment,
with quality care. When we have horses
with Stowe Burke, we know they
are being looked after.”
–Coolmore’s Dermot Ryan
POST-SURGICAL CARE.
PRE-CONDITIONING VIA TRAINING TRACK.
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Good Times
Kitten By The Sea kicks off
celebration with 2nd win of meet
BY MARY EDDY

WEEKEND RACING RECAP

Kitten By The Sea kicked off a big
celebration early on Saturday’s Travers Day card when she earned her
second win of the Saratoga meet for
trainer Todd Pletcher and owner Repole Stable in the third race.
The 5-year-old daughter of Kitten’s Joy earned her latest win in a
$103,000 allowance to go with another in a starter allowance Aug. 4 after a second in a claiming race Opening Day.
Kitten By The Sea raced a length
from pacesetter Princess Fawzia under Irad Ortiz Jr. before he asked the
mare at the quarter pole and opted
for an outside run at the leader. As
Princess Fawzia began to tire, Kitten
By The Sea was set down into a drive

over the firm turf course and fought
off Windfall Profit and runner-up
Love And Thunder. Kitten By The Sea
held on by a neck at the wire, finishing the 1 1/16 miles in 1:42.78.
As she crossed the finish line, owner Mike Repole cheered the loudest
of all in the large Travers Stakes Day
crowd of 44,507. Repole made his
way down to the winner’s circle from
his box in the clubhouse with a large
entourage of family and friends.
“This guy made more money on
photos than I did with the purse,”
Repole joked to track photographer
Adam Coglianese.
Repole, who won the Travers
Stakes in 2011 with Stay Thirsty, said

every win at Saratoga is important.
“To win a race on Travers Day with
so many people with me is so special.
I was here for her first win (earlier in
the meet), so it’s great,” he said. “Everybody is here with me. Friends I
grew up with, my family, my parents,
my wife and my daughter. I’ve been
winning races here for 10 or 12 years
and it’s just been a lot of fun.”

24 Highland Ave,
Manchester Center
Vermont, 05255
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Kitten By The Sea outruns a crowd to win Saturday’s third race.

Bred by Ken and Sarah Ramsey,
Kitten By The Sea earned back-toback wins when she broke her maiden and won her first start against
winners at Gulfstream Park last year.
On the board in three other races, she
now has earnings of $153,936.
Continued On Page 41
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New York-Bred
of the DAY!

• Ten Strike Racing’s Whittington
Park improved off a third in his debut to win Saturday’s fifth race, an
$85,000 maiden special weight for
New York-bred 2-year-olds. The son
of Midnight Lute went wire-to-wire
with Manny Franco up.
After leading the field of eight
through the opening quarter in :22.63
and a half in :46.48, one tap from
Franco was all it took for Whittington Park to widen his margin in the
stretch. Geared down at the sixteenth
pole, he stopped the clock in 1:17.75
for the 6 1/2 furlongs and was 7 1/2
lengths clear of Bointheback.
“We didn’t feel like his last start
took a ton out of him,” said trainer
Brad Cox, who later sent out Essential Quality to win the 152nd Travers Stakes. “We felt like we had him
about 80 percent ready last time. We
added the blinkers today. It’s always
special to win at Saratoga. Ten Strike
has been with me for a long time and
are one of our biggest supporters.
They love Saratoga and we wanted

Whittington Park stretches out the field in Saturday’s fifth, a New York-bred maiden special weight.

to get a win for them here. It worked
out.”
Whittington Park improved from
his troubled debut when he drifted
in and out through the turn and into
the stretch, putting in a mild bid after
straightening out to settle for third.
Now with his first win secured, stakes
company may be next.
“We’ll look at the New York-bred
2-year-old stakes schedule,” said Cox.
“He earned the right to nominate him
and he could be in contention for
some of those races. He’s a smart colt

and we’re hoping with more races
he’ll improve as well. There’s a lot of
upside with him.”
• Trainer Jeremiah Englehart won
Sunday’s opener with Moonachie after the disqualification of First Homestead for interference in the stretch.
Sixth in his last start at Saratoga July 25, Moonachie charged up
the rail at the sixteenth pole as First
Homestead drifted in and made
fourth-placed runner Hushion steady
and lose position. Moonachie’s win in

Tod Marks

the 6-furlong claiming race was the
fifth of his career and third this year
after wins at Aqueduct and Finger
Lakes this spring.
“I feel good after that,” a relieved
Englehart said after awaiting the inquiry results for several minutes.
“When you figure you’re probably
selling the horse in the race, it’s always
nice to win when you get claimed. I
thought the stewards made the right
call. He came over on (Hushion) and
Continued On Page 42

Barrage
One of two winners on the New York
Showcase card Friday for New York sire
War Dancer, the stakes-placed Barrage
broke his maiden in his fourth start. Racing over 1 1/16 miles on the turf at Saratoga, Barrage closely attended the leader
before taking command in the stretch and
winning by a neck.
One of 19 winners this year for War
Dancer, Barrage is no stranger to the New
York-bred races. The gelding spent this
summer competing in New York Stallion
Series stakes and was only 1 ½ lengths
from breaking his maiden in the Spectacular Bid division in
June. After a fifth in the Cab Calloway in late July, his connections extended him to 1 1/16 miles for the first time and it paid
off with this victory.
Bred by Charles Engel, Barrage was a familiar sight to auction
goers before his racing career, going through the ring three
times. The first came as a weanling when he sold for $18,000 at
the Fasig-Tipton Saratoga fall mixed sale before going to Kentucky for Fasig-Tipton’s Kentucky fall yearling sale the following
October. Purchased for $20,000 by Nick Palmer, Barrage made
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his last appearance in
the ring last year when a
$45,000 RNA as a 2-year-old at OBS. He
stayed in the Palmer family with Teresa
and David Palmer racing the horse under
the guidance of trainer Danny Gargan.
Barrage is out of the stakes-placed mare
Notacharlie’sangel, who spent much of
her racing career in the Mid-Atlantic. The
mare entered the New York breeding program upon retirement from a career that
saw her win eight races and finish on the
board 18 other times in 41 starts. Engel bought her for $6,500
after foaling her first foal in 2012, and she stayed in New York,
where all nine of her foals have been born. She’s the dam of five
winners from seven to race. Her other foals include eight-time
winner Judgement Free and four-time winner Codrington. The
mare also has a 2-year-old Declaration of War colt named Kingham Hill, who made his debut at Saratoga on August 20. She has
a yearling Weekend Hideaway colt named Cubbyhole and an
unnamed Tale of Ekati filly born May 16.
– Melissa Bauer-Herzog (photo by Tod Marks)
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Weekend –
Continued from page 41
cost him a place. I’ve lost like that and I’ve won like
that, so I know the feeling. It’s not the first time it’s
happened to me and it won’t be the last.”
Moonachie won on debut at Saratoga in 2019
in a maiden special weight for Englehart. After finishing fourth in the Notebook Stakes and a division
of the New York Stallion Series Stakes at the end of
his 2-year-old season, he won one start at 3 and has
put together a productive campaign this year, finishing worse than second just twice in seven starts.
“Last year up here, he grabbed himself leaving
the gate and took a big chunk out of his quarter.
We had to stitch him up,” Englehart said. “He’s always been an honest horse. He’s a neat horse and
a nice New York-bred. The whole plan was to try
and come win this race today because there’s a shelf
life of going through conditions at Finger Lakes.
Sometimes you have to run for the claim, so that’s
what we did today.”
Moonachie was claimed out of the race for
$12,5000 by Juan Vazquez and owner Perez Stable.
Englehart said he and his team will keep up with
the 4-year-old son of Central Banker.
“I know one person in Illinois who loves this
horse,” he said. “She adopts a lot of my horses, so
I’ll keep an eye on Moonachie for her.”
Continued On Page 43

Hail To (8), a half-sister to turf star Sadler’s Joy wins Sunday’s sixth race for owner/breeder Woodslane Farm.

Dave Harmon

Tuesday Night’s

“DEADLINE DINNER”
Presented by:

Award-winning
sourdough pizza and
full menu of fun
healthy meals.

Fun || Farm || Food
Local beer & wine
✥✥

Breakfast, lunch, and
dinner seven days
✥ ✥✥

64 Excelsior Avenue
Saratoga Springs
Plenty of parking
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Weekend –
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An $85,000 purchase at the
Fasig-Tipton Midlantic May 2-yearolds in training sale in 2019,
Moonachie’s win Sunday boosted his
earnings to $197,784.
• Ricardo Santana Jr. scored a natural hat trick Sunday when he won the
sixth, seventh and eighth. After piloting Hail To to break her maiden and
Montauk Daddy to a starter allowance
victory, Santana got a leg up on Stonestreet Stables’ Beau Liam for trainer
Steve Asmussen as he had for the Liam’s Map colt’s other two races.
Undefeated in those starts, Beau
Liam stayed perfect with 6-length victory in the 6 1/2-furlong optional claimer
on the main track. Battling runner-up
Night Time for the lead early, Beau
Liam made easy work of his rival when
turning for home as Santana shook his
reins and asked him for more.
“This is a nice horse,” Santana said
as he fist-bumped a fan in the backyard on his walk back to the jockeys’
room. “I’m happy for the trainer and
the owner. We’re glad he’s running the
way he is. He’s a real runner.”
Santana’s red-hot day Sunday comes
on the heels of an accomplished Travers Day, scoring a Grade 1 victory
with Yaupon in the Forego Stakes and
finishing second in the Travers with
Midnight Bourbon for Asmussen. Santana was humble after his memorable
weekend.
“I feel blessed. This is one of the best
tracks in the world,” he said. “Every
jockey dreams of being here. I thank
God that I’m doing well and I feel
lucky to be a part of it.”
A homebred for Stonestreet, Beau
Liam was a $385,000 RNA at the 2019
Keeneland September yearling sale.

Ripe for Picking
Elm Tree Yearlings
Keeneland September Books 2, 3, 4 & 5

Mr. & Mrs. Jody Huckabay
(859) 987-4856 | elmtreefarmky.com

Tod Marks

Ricardo Santana Jr. won three Sunday.
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Bargain Buy
Resell specialist Chapman eyes
turf stakes with 2-year-old Kavod
BY TOM LAW

WITH ANTICIPATION PREVIEW

Jim Chapman goes to the sales
every year in search of potential and
value.
He’s found it on many occasions,
buying the likes of Caller One, Dortmund, Our New Recruit and Big
City Man on the relative cheap and
either selling them for a profit or racing them to graded-stakes success.
He did the latter with Caller One, a
$100,000 yearling who went on to
win back-to-back editions of the rich
Dubai Golden Shaheen at Nad al Sheba racecourse, six other stakes in the
U.S. and $3,249,429 in purses.
Chapman isn’t about to expect
such lofty things from Kavod, who
runs in today’s Grade 3 With Anticipation Stakes to open the final week

of the 2021 Saratoga meet, but he’s
optimistic the son of Lea will fare better than his previous run upstate.
“He’s bred to run all day long and
I’m going to take the blinkers off of
him,” said Chapman, who also entered recent Finger Lakes debut maiden winner Ready To March but will
scratch that colt.
Kavod brings the most experience
into the 1 1/16-mile turf stakes with
four starts. They’ve all come on the
dirt, a fourth in a Keeneland maiden
April 7, a win in a Belmont Park maiden 16 days later and a close second to
Overbore in the Tremont Stakes June
Continued On Page 45

Kavod tries the turf for trainer James Chapman.

Chelsea Durand/NYRA

A BRAND MANAGEMENT COMPANY FOR HORSEMEN, RUN BY HORSEMEN

WEB SI T E M AN AG E M EN T | C O N T EN T CR E AT I O N | PH OTO G R APH Y | R E SE AR CH | SO CI AL M ED I A
MELISSA BAUER-HER ZOG

360.92 1.875 4

MELISSA@P YROISMEDIA .COM
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Preview –
Continued from page 44
4 at Belmont. He finished fifth, beaten
15 1/4 lengths by Wit last time out in
the Grade 3 Sanford.
Chapman regrouped after that effort and lands on the grass with Kavod more out of circumstance than
surface preference.
“He just never worked good on the
track up there. Nothing against the
track he just didn’t work good or run
good on it,” Chapman said. “He was
up there, had two works over it, just
didn’t handle the track. So instead of
running in the Hopeful and chasing
Wit again, we’ll do this race and then
a little back-up in distance at Belmont
for the Champagne. He loves Belmont
and that’s the plan.”
Kavod cost Chapman $3,500 at
last year’s Keeneland September yearling sale. He was never entered in
a 2-year-old sale – like Dortmund,
a $90,000 yearling who brought
$140,000 at 2 and went on to win the
Santa Anita Derby at 3; or Our New
Recruit, a $47,000 yearling who sold
for $120,000 at 2 and won the Dubai
Golden Shaheen as a 5-year-old along
with $1,470,915 in earnings. Another
product of Chapman’s program, Big
City Man, won the 2009 edition of
the Golden Shaheen.
“I just try to go in there and find
athletes,” said Chapman, who owns
farms in Florida and Kentucky and
bases his racing operation out of Belmont. “(Kavod) was a cribber, selling
later in the book and nobody wanted
that sire. He was a gorgeous horse at
the sale.”
Chapman bought him early in
the 10th of 12 sessions at the Keeneland sale. He runs for the trainer and
Tritain Biddinger and is 15-1 on the
morning line with Manny Franco.
Kavod faces a pair of Saratoga
debut turf maiden winners by Kitten’s Joy in Limited Liability, the 7-5
favorite for Shug McGaughey and
jockey Jose Ortiz; and Portfolio Company, the 8-5 second choice for Chad
Brown and Irad Ortiz Jr.
Limited Liability, a homebred
for Stuart Janney III, won going the
1 1/16-mile trip on the Mellon Turf
Course under Jose Ortiz by 2 3/4
lengths at 6-1 July 31. Klaravich Stable’s Portfolio Company won at the
same distance on the inner course July
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A maiden winner Aug. 4, Take The Backroads is part of the P.G. Johnson field.

17 by three-quarters of a length. Silipo, Gooch Go Bragh and Coinage
complete the field with the expected
scratch of Ready To March.

Sail By represents Gyarmati,
Treadway in P.G. Johnson
Thursday, Treadway Racing Stable
and trainer Leah Gyarmati try to win
a second P.G. Johnston Stakes in six
years with Sail By – who can duplicate
Coasted’s win in the filly companion
to Wednesday’s With Anticipation.
Coasted won the 2016 P.G. Johnson, and two starts later finished second in the Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Fillies Turf.
Bred in Kentucky by Jeff Treadway, Sail By lived up to her name
when rallying from the back to win
her debut going 6 furlongs on the
turf at Belmont June 18. The 28-1
victory rocked the tote board, and
also indicated a bright future for the
bay daughter of Astern and the Johar
mare Fly By. Sail By went to Monmouth Park for the 5-furlong Colleen
Stakes Aug. 1, and finished second after getting carried wide on the turn.
“I couldn’t tell when I watched
the race live, but (Nik Juarez) got off
and said the horse on her inside bolted and carried her out on the turn,”
said Gyarmati. “We needed that not to
happen and we needed a little bit more
ground, but she was coming and ran
well.”
She stretches to 1 1/16 miles Thursday and reunites with Junior Alvarado at 10-1 from post six in a field of
eight (plus one main-track-only entrant). Sail By impressed her trainer
from the start.
“She was super easy,” said Gyarmati. “She came form Hidden Brook,

Tod Marks

and they did a wonderful job. It was
like training an older horse. She’s really cool, very low key, but she’s got
just enough spunk and attitude to
make you think she’s competitive and
likes the game.”
The race’s top choices are maidens
– 8-5 favorite Expand The Map from
trainer Chad Brown and 5-2 second
choice Silvery Rill for trainer Christophe Clement. They were second going
Thursday’s distance in maiden races
July 22 and Aug. 1, respectively with
Silvery Rill missing by a head. The
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Todd Pletcher-trained Mystic Eyes
won at 5 1/2 furlongs here Aug. 5.
The daughter of Maclean’s Music is
the 4-1 third choice.
Named for Hall of Fame trainer P.G. Johnson, Thursday’s feature
brings back memories for Gyarmati.
“Obviously he was a great horseman,” said the trainer. “I never
worked for him and I never rode for
him so we never had that sort of relationship. But he was always fun to
talk to and supportive of people coming up and starting to train. He would
answer a question, he wanted to see
you do well. He took it seriously. Being a mentor to people is one of your
jobs when you’re a trainer.”
NOTES: Friday’s feature is the
Lucky Coin, a turf sprint restricted
to non-winners of a stakes this year.
Wesley Ward sends out Maven, 11th
in England’s Group 1 King’s Stand at
Royal Ascot in June . . . With six days
to go, jockey Luis Saez (58 wins) is
within reach of Ramon Dominguez’s
single-season mark of 68 . . . Twotime champion Chad Brown (34 wins)
looks to reclaim the training title after
Todd Pletcher (25) won it in 2020.
– Joe Clancy
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SARATOGA ENTRIES
Wednesday, September 1.
1ST (1:05PM). $65,000, ALW, 4 YO’S & UP, 2 3/8M (HURDLE)
Exacta, Trifecta, Superfecta, Pic 3, Daily Double
1 ..... 1 ............Chetzeron (FR) ............... R. Condon ....................... K. Brion ...................... 20-1
2 ..... 2 ............Booby Trap ..................... G. Galligan ....................... L. Young....................... 8-1
3 ..... 3 ............Ritzy A. P. ....................... H. Beswick....................... N. Morris ...................... 7-2
4 ..... 4 ............Perfect Tapatino (FR) ..... T. Garner .......................... L. Young....................... 4-1
5 ..... 5 ............Wightman (IRE) ............. B. Foley............................ P. Fout .......................... 5-1
6 ..... 6 ............Glencorrib Sky (IRE) ...... S. McKenna ..................... K. Neilson..................... 9-2
7 ..... 7 ............Prayer Hope ................... G. Watters ....................... J. Fisher ....................... 4-1
8 ..... 8 ............West Newton (GB) ......... P. Hendriks ...................... R. Hendriks .................. 8-1
9 ..... 9 ............Fightinirishtabit .............. R. Geraghty ..................... R. Hendriks ................ 20-1
2ND (1:38PM). $36,000, CLM $12,500, 3 YO’S & UP, 1 1/8M
Exacta, Trifecta, Superfecta, Pic 3, Pic 5, Daily Double
1 ..... 3 ............Playwright ...................... B. Hernandez ................... D. Schettino ................. 4-1
1a .... 8 ............Legit ............................... M. Franco ........................ D. Schettino ................. 4-1
2 ..... 1 ............Mubarmaj....................... L. Saez............................. T. Pletcher .................... 3-5
3 ..... 2 ............Grit and Glory ................ R. Santana, Jr. ................. M. Miceli ...................... 5-1
4 ..... 4 ............Flowers for Lisa ............. T. Gaffalione..................... M. O’Connor................. 6-1
5 ..... 5 ............Hawaiian Noises ............. O. Hernandez Moreno...... E. Davis ...................... 20-1
6 ..... 6 ............Revenio .......................... L. Rodriguez Castro ......... N. Zito ........................ 30-1
7 ..... 7 ............Hammerin Aamer ........... J. Samuel ........................ O. Barrera, III ............. 15-1
3RD (2:15PM). $80,000, MSW, 2 YO, F , 5 1/2F (TURF)
Exacta, Trifecta, Superfecta, Pic 3, Pic 4, Daily Double, Quinella
1 ..... 1 ............Static Fire ....................... J. Castellano .................... B. Lynch ....................... 5-1
2 ..... 2 ............Next Tuesday.................. L. Saez............................. K. Breen ....................... 9-2
3 ..... 3 ............Tizmet ............................ J. Alvarado ...................... P. Serpe ...................... 15-1
4 ..... 4 ............Diamond Status ............. I. Ortiz, Jr. ........................ C. Martin ...................... 6-1
5 ..... 5 ............Mispelled Mooon ........... J. Samuel ........................ R. Handal ................... 20-1
6 ..... 6 ............Sweet Surprise............... J. Rosario ........................ T. Hills .......................... 7-2
7 ..... 7 ............Raw Honey..................... R. Santana, Jr. ................. F. Abreu ........................ 8-1
8 ..... 8 ............Still My Babe .................. T. Gaffalione..................... C. Lynch ..................... 10-1
9 ..... 9 ............Miracle Mischief ............. M. Franco ........................ G. Arnold, II.................. 8-1
10..... 10 ..........Vexednrelaxed ................ J. Ortiz ............................. M. Maker ...................... 6-1
11..... AE..........Twenty Two Elle.............. J. Samuel ........................ R. Handal ................... 30-1
12..... AE..........Stormy Stella ................. T. Gaffalione..................... M. Maker ...................... 8-1
4TH (2:49PM). $105,000, AOC $80,000, 3 YO’S & UP, F & M , 1 1/16M (INNER TURF)
Exacta, Trifecta, Superfecta, Pic 3, Daily Double
1 ..... MTO ......Ice Princess ................... L. Saez............................. D. Gargan ..................... 4-5
2 ..... 2 ............Tass................................ J. Alvarado ...................... C. Martin .................... 10-1
3 ..... 3 ............Choate Bridge ................ R. Santana, Jr. ................. B. Walsh ....................... 8-1
4 ..... 4 ............Sun Summers ................ J. Ortiz ............................. M. Maker ...................... 5-2
5 ..... MTO ......Singita Dreams .............. T. Gaffalione..................... P. Bauer ........................ 6-5
6 ..... 6 ............In a Hurry ....................... J. Rosario ........................ C. McGaughey III ......... 7-2
7 ..... 7 ............Lake Lucerne.................. T. Gaffalione..................... B. Walsh ....................... 6-1
8 ..... 8 ............Clara Peeters (GB) ......... M. Franco ........................ B. Cox .......................... 7-5
5TH (3:21PM). $35,000, CLM $16,000, 3 YO’S & UP, 1 1/8M
Exacta, Quinella, Trifecta, Superfecta, Pic 3, Pic 6, Daily Double
1 ..... 1 ............Operative........................ J. Samuel ........................ C. Summers ............... 15-1
2 ..... 2 ............Speed Effect ................... I. Ortiz, Jr. ........................ B. Levine ...................... 5-2
3 ..... 3 ............Breaking Stones ............. M. Franco ........................ P. Reynolds .................. 8-1
4 ..... 4 ............Chase Tracker................. T. Gaffalione..................... N. Zito .......................... 6-1
5 ..... 5 ............Lokoya Road .................. R. Santana, Jr. ................. J. Vazquez .................... 9-5
6 ..... 6 ............Super Wicked Charm ..... B. Hernandez ................... E. Jones ..................... 30-1
7 ..... 7 ............Johnnypump .................. L. Saez............................. M. Maker ...................... 5-2
6TH (3:55PM). $42,000, MCL $25,000, 3 YO’S & UP, 6F
Exacta, Trifecta, Superfecta, Pic 3, Pic 5, Daily Double
1 ..... 1 ............Kisses for Val ................. J. Castellano .................... J. Toscano, Jr. ............ 10-1
2 ..... 2 ............Brew Pub ....................... I. Ortiz, Jr. ........................ W. Potts ....................... 7-2
3 ..... 3 ............Oliver’s Fortune .............. B. Hernandez ................... J. Ferraro.................... 15-1
4 ..... 4 ............Flipping Fun ................... T. Gaffalione..................... E. Davis ........................ 5-1
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5 ..... 5 ............Production Credit ........... J. Samuel ........................ J. Ferraro.................... 30-1
6 ..... 6 ............Big Little Risk ................. L. Saez............................. H. Bond ........................ 3-1
7 ..... 7 ............Crock of Gold ................. L. Rodriguez Castro ......... G. Sciacca .................. 12-1
8 ..... 8 ............A Colt Named Susie ....... M. Franco ........................ O. Noda ...................... 15-1
9 ..... 9 ............Freudian Fate.................. J. Alvarado ...................... H. Burnett Armstrong ... 4-1
10..... 10 ..........Crossing Verazanno ....... J. Ortiz ............................. D. Donk ........................ 8-1
7TH (4:29PM). $90,000, ALW, 3 YO’S & UP, F & M , 5 1/2F (TURF)
Exacta, Trifecta, Superfecta, Pic 3, Pic 4, Daily Double
1 ..... 1 ............Jill’s a Hot Mess ............. J. Velazquez ..................... L. Rice .......................... 9-2
2 ..... 2 ............Athena Dancer................ T. Gaffalione..................... W. Potts ..................... 10-1
3 ..... 3 ............Zip It Jess ...................... L. Rodriguez Castro ......... J. Tebbutt ................... 30-1
4 ..... 4 ............Proper Grammar ............ H. Harkie.......................... J. Pregman, Jr. ........... 50-1
5 ..... 5 ............Kreesa La Wrote............. J. Castellano .................... D. Donk ........................ 6-1
6 ..... 6 ............Tis a Pity ........................ J. Rosario ........................ C. Clement.................... 5-1
7 ..... 7 ............Big Al’s Gal ..................... J. Ortiz ............................. C. Englehart................ 12-1
8 ..... 8 ............She’s Not Bluffing .......... B. Hernandez ................... E. Maver, Jr. ............... 30-1
9 ..... 9 ............Social Whirl.................... I. Ortiz, Jr. ........................ T. Morley ...................... 7-2
10..... 10 ..........Show Me the Honey ....... L. Saez............................. M. Nevin....................... 6-1
11..... 11 ..........Bonus Baby .................... J. Alvarado ...................... J. Englehart ................ 12-1
12..... 12 ..........Highway Queen .............. R. Santana, Jr. ................. S. Klesaris .................. 10-1
13..... AE..........Herald Angel .................. T. Gaffalione..................... W. Potts ..................... 12-1
14..... MTO ......Calibogue Sound ............ . Rider TBA ...................... R. Rodriguez .............. 12-1
15..... MTO ......Pendolino ....................... . Rider TBA ...................... E. Jones ..................... 10-1
16..... MTO ......Beautiful Karen............... I. Ortiz, Jr. ........................ L. Rice .......................... 8-5
8TH (5:05PM). $103,000, ALW, 3 YO’S & UP, 1 1/8M
Exacta, Trifecta, Superfecta, Pic 3, Daily Double
1 ..... 5 ............Mr. Tip............................ J. Rosario ........................ M. Maker ...................... 5-1
1a .... 6 ............First Line ........................ R. Santana, Jr. ................. M. Maker ...................... 5-1
2 ..... 1 ............High Tide........................ J. Alvarado ...................... C. Martin .................... 12-1
3 ..... 2 ............Runnin’ Ray ................... J. Ortiz ............................. J. Sharp........................ 2-1
4 ..... 3 ............Texas Swing ................... L. Saez............................. T. Pletcher .................... 6-1
5 ..... 4 ............Business Model.............. T. Gaffalione..................... B. Walsh ....................... 6-1
6 ..... 7 ............Vindictive ....................... I. Ortiz, Jr. ........................ T. Pletcher .................... 9-5
7 ..... 8 ............Angkor ........................... M. Franco ........................ P. Bauer ...................... 15-1
9TH (5:39PM). $150,000, STK - THE WITH ANTICIPATION, 2 YO, 1 1/16M (INNER TURF)
Exacta, Trifecta, Superfecta, Daily Double
1 ..... 1 ............Limited Liability.............. J. Ortiz ............................. C. McGaughey III ......... 7-5
2 ..... 2 ............Silipo.............................. R. Santana, Jr. ................. B. Brown .................... 15-1
3 ..... 3 ............Gooch Go Bragh............. L. Saez............................. T. Pletcher .................... 4-1
4 ..... 4 ............Portfolio Company ......... I. Ortiz, Jr. ........................ C. Brown ...................... 9-5
5 ..... 5 ............Kavod ............................. M. Franco ........................ J. Chapman ................ 15-1
6 ..... 6 ............Coinage .......................... J. Alvarado ...................... M. Casse ...................... 6-1
7 ..... 7 ............Ready to March .............. L. Rodriguez Castro ......... J. Chapman ................ 30-1
10TH (6:13PM). $85,000, MSW, 3 YO’S & UP, F & M , 1 1/16M (TURF)
Exacta, Trifecta, Superfecta
1 ..... 10 ..........Acushla .......................... L. Saez............................. J. Abreu........................ 7-2
1a .... AE..........Cali Fitz .......................... M. Franco ........................ J. Abreu........................ 7-2
2 ..... 1 ............Tapple Cider ................... J. Castellano .................... B. Tagg ......................... 6-1
3 ..... 2 ............Raining Candy ................ D. Cohen.......................... B. Levine .................... 20-1
4 ..... 3 ............Killoean Rose ................. R. Santana, Jr. ................. R. Atras ...................... 15-1
5 ..... 4 ............Fist Full of Dice .............. M. Franco ........................ B. Combs ................... 20-1
6 ..... 5 ............Cinderella’s Cause .......... J. Samuel ........................ C. Summers ............... 30-1
7 ..... 6 ............Saluki ............................. B. Hernandez ................... D. Schettino ............... 50-1
8 ..... 7 ............Tingling Mint .................. T. Gaffalione..................... C. Clement.................... 6-1
9 ..... 8 ............Vivazano......................... J. Velazquez ..................... P. Gleaves ..................... 6-1
10..... 9 ............La Victoria ...................... J. Rosario ........................ T. Pletcher .................... 9-2
11..... 11 ..........Out of Sight.................... L. Rodriguez Castro ......... P. Gleaves ................... 30-1
12..... 12 ..........Lady Thornhill ................ J. Ortiz ............................. D. Donk ........................ 4-1
13..... MTO ......Duckphat........................ . Rider TBA ...................... J. Ferraro...................... 8-1
Copyright 2021 EQUIBASE Company LLC. All Rights Reserved.
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Race #

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
2021 Records

Tom
Law

Charles
Bedard

Prayer Hope
West Newton
Ritzy A.P.
Mubarmaj
Flowers For Lisa
Schettino entry
Next Tuesday
Sweet Surprise
Diamond Status
Ice Princess
Clara Peeters
In A Hurry
Speed Effect
Lokoya Road
Breaking Stones
Freudian Fate
Big Little Risk
Brew Pub
Beautiful Karen
Show Me The Honey
Jill’s A Hot Mess
Vindictive
Runnin’ Ray
Texas Swing
Portfolio Company
Limited Liability
Gooch Go Bragh
Abreu Entry
La Victoria
Tingling Mint

Prayer Hope
Perfect Tapatino
Wightman
Mubarmaj
Grit And Glory
Playwright
Next Tuesday
Raw Honey
Sweet Surprise
Ice Princess
Clara Peeters
In A Hurry
Johnnypump
Speed Effect
Lokoya Road
Big Little Risk
Brew Pub
Flipping Fun
Beautiful Karen
Jill’s A Hot Mess
Social Whirl
Vindictive
Runnin’ Ray
Maker entry
Limited Liability
Portfolio Company
Coinage
Acushla
Lady Thornhill
Vivazano

Prayer Hope
Fightinirishtabit
Wightman
Mubarmaj
Schettino entry
Grit And Glory
Sweet Surprise
Stormy Stella
Next Tuesday
Singita Dreams
Clara Peeters
In A Hurry
Lokoya Road
Chase Tracker
Speed Effect
Big Little Risk
Flipping Fun
Kisses For Val
Beautiful Karen
Kreesa La Wrote
Social Whirl
Vindictive
Runnin’ Ray
Texas Swing
Limited Liability
Portfolio Company
Gooch Go Bragh
Duckphat
Abreu entry
Lady Thornhill

Wightman
Perfect Tapatino
Chetzeron
Mubarmaj
Legit
Flowers For Lisa
Next Tuesday
Sweet Surprise
Raw Honey
In a Hurry
Sun Summers
Clara Peeters
Speed Effect
Johnnypump
Lokoya Road
Big Little Risk
Flipping Fun
Brew Pub
Jill’s A Hot Mess
Tis A Pity
Show Me The Honey
Vindictive
Runnin’ Ray
Texas Swing
Portfolio Company
Limited Liability
Gooch Go Bragh
Tingling Mint
La Victoria
Tapple Cider

Ritzy A.P.
Booby Trap
Glencorrib Sky
Mubarmaj
Legit
Flowers For Lisa
Sweet Surprise
Next Tuesday
Vexednrelaxed
Choate Bridge
In A Hurry
Sun Summers
Johnnypump
Speed Effect
Breaking Stones
Big Little Risk
Crossing Verazanno
A Colt Named Susie
Social Whirl
Tis A Pity
Zip It Jess
Runnin’ Ray
Business Model
Texas Swing
Portfolio Company
Limited Liability
Gooch Go Bragh
Tapple Cider
Tingling Mint
Killoean Rose

118/350

116/350

109/350

99/350

78/350

John
Shapazian

EONS

Wins Buckland Stakes
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The Horsuess
Who Got
Here

HALL TALK
WITH

MARK CASSE | TODD PLETCHER | JACK FISHER

Congratulations Hall of Famers.

Presented by

The Hall of Fame. The highest honor in racing – in anything really – beckons only a select
few and the class of 2021 (and 2020 since racing
missed the ceremony because of the coronavirus
pandemic) is one of the most special in history
as seven-time Eclipse Award winner Todd Pletcher
goes in during his first year of eligibility and 13time leading steeplechase trainer Jack Fisher joins
him.
Technically inducted last year, trainer Mark
Casse gets his due in 2021 after joining Canada’s
Hall in 2016. We get each to discuss a special
horse in each edition. These aren’t top 20 lists,
just examples of the kinds of horses it takes to get
trainers to the Hall of Fame.
We asked a simple question: Who got you
here? And they answered.

Todd Pletcher
Malathaat. The one that didn’t get away. Pletcher fell for Hip 368, a daughter of Curlin out of the
Grade 1-winning A.P. Indy mare Dreaming Of Julia
that he trained, at the 2019 Keeneland September
yearling sale. He knew it would take a lot to buy
her, pooled several owners and came up with a
budget. They wound up outbid by Sheikh Hamdan
bin Rashid al Maktoum’s Shadwell Estate Co. and
Pletcher figured that was it when the filly was earmarked to go to Shadwell’s primary trainer Kiaran
McLaughlin. That plan changed when McLaughlin
retired and Pletcher took a call from Rick Nichols
asking if he’d be interested in training some horses for Shadwell. He hoped the Curlin filly would
be among the group and when she was, the ride
started. Malathaat has won six of seven, including
the Grade 1 Ashland, Kentucky Oaks and Alabama
this season, with the lone defeat a close second in
the Coaching Club American Oaks.
“Let’s put her on there. If I remember correctly
we were at $1 million, and that was our last bid.
Sheikh Hamdan was one-million-fifty. So we didn’t
get her. When I went back to Belmont I saw Kiaran and I asked him if that filly was on his list
and he said yes. I told him, ‘Man, great. I love that
filly.’ Maybe I had some inside edge, knowing the
mare. She was a princess at the sale and to have
one with that much talent and the disposition to
go with it, she’s been a pleasure. They’re all good,
but there was a bit of redemption there in the Ala-
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Noble Bird won seven races for Hall of Fame trainer Mark Casse.

bama. Maybe there was some frustration that we
let her down a little bit in the Coaching Club, employed the wrong tactics and probably overthought
it a little too much. I guess you learn. I was happy to see her win the Alabama. It’s a hard race to
win. I don’t know exactly how rare the Kentucky
Oaks-Alabama double is, but Princess Of Sylmar
did it I know that. I’m not sure many others.
And the ones that have done it are almost always
champion 3-year-old filly: “We kind of thought
with Princess Of Sylmar we had it, then she won
the Beldame on top of it and still couldn’t hold off
Beholder.”

Mark Casse
Noble Bird. A $105,000 purchase for John Oxley at the 2012 Fasig-Tipton Kentucky July sale of
selected yearlings, son of Birdstone went on to earn
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Tod Marks

more than 10 times that along with graded stakes
victories at 4 and 5. He won three of six starts as a
4-year-old in 2016, including the Grade 1 Stephen
Foster Handicap at Churchill Downs before making nine starts as a 5-year-old the next season. Noble Bird won three more times that year, including
a powerful victory in the Grade 2 Hagyard Fayette Stakes in track-record time at Keeneland. He
retired with seven wins and four seconds, earnings
of $1,327,945 and a home in the stallion barn at
Ocala Stud.
“He was a horse we bought as a yearling. I told
Mr. Oxley when he was a 2-year-old, ‘we’re going
to win the Kentucky Derby with him.’ I thought
that he was a really good horse but he hurt himself
behind and it took us a long time to get him to the
races. I would run him and something would go
wrong. He was a maiden for a few starts and I kept
Continued On Page 49
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Hall Talk –
Continued from page 48
saying, ‘I can’t believe he’s a maiden.’
Then he went on and won a Grade 1.
I always thought he was a really good
horse. When he won the Fayette he
ran a 109 Beyer in there. He was a
heck of a horse.”

Jack Fisher
Indispensable. Bred in Maryland by Michael Cataneo, the son of
Mane Minister fetched $32,000 from
John Gunther at Keeneland November breeding stock sale in 1994. He
failed to reach his reserve at Keeneland July the following year and was
put into training with Fisher’s father,
Dr. John R.S. Fisher. The bay gelding
won his flat debut for Gunther and
Fisher, sprinting 5 1/2 furlongs on the
dirt at Delaware Park. He made his
next start for Fitz Dixon’s Erdenheim
Farm. He won once more on the flat
before joining Jack Fisher’s stable in
the summer of 1998. From there, he
won six hurdle races, including the
Grade 3 Zeke Ferguson at Colonial

Downs in 2004 and the Legacy Chase
with future five-time champion Paddy Young in 2003. Tough? He made
at least two starts for 10 consecutive
seasons, including eight at Saratoga.
In 50 starts over hurdles, he earned
$262,167.
“The one thing I remember the
most about Indispensable was Paddy Young. He won a little stake on
him at Shawan Downs and they were
dumping buckets of water on him afterwards, I was like, ‘You didn’t tell
me you were still an apprentice.’ He
said, ‘Would I have been on the horse
if I was still an apprentice?’ Indi was
like Gibby (Gibralfaro), he tried as
hard as he could. He was just an easy
horse to ride. My dad trained him,
he said he thought he would make a
good jumper for me. I’m sure he went
as far as he could on the flat, they
weren’t sending me a stake horse. He
never had a leg problem, he ran until he had enough. He was one who
wouldn’t make a timber horse because he didn’t have the heart for it.
He was the type of horse an owner
likes because he gives you a lot of fun.
He retired, I think he went to North
Carolina to hunt.”

Made in Camden, South Carolina’s Thoroughbred Country

“Camden is a great place to winter.
The tracks are great. They go through
a real season: Warm, cool, warm. When
the horses shed out, they are ready to roll.”
– Hall of Fame trainer Shug McGaughey

Tod Marks

(859) 312-3414
kirkwoodstables.com
Pinhooking Partnerships • 2-year-olds in training sales
Yearling to 2-year-old prep

Help protect
your sport’s integrity

Tod Marks

If you suspect or know of any wrongdoing within the racing
community, send us an email or call toll-free. All emails and calls
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Thoroughbred Racing Protective Bureau Integrity Hotline
410-398-3647 • www.trpb.com • integrity@trpb.com
También disponsible en español

Andrew J. Mollica Attorney at Law
A small firm dedicated to big things
Tod Marks

After winning his debut on that flat going 5 1/2 furlongs for breeder John Gunther, Indispensable made 50 starts over hurdles.
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staffcolumn
BY PAUL HALLORAN
All the mornings in Saratoga are
relatively quiet – especially in contrast
to the freneticism that marks the afternoons at the racetrack and the nights
downtown. There may not be a more
stark dichotomy, however, than Travers Day and the following forenoon.
My first stop on the day after the
152nd Travers is at St. Peter’s Church
on Broadway, where the pastor, the
Rev. Thomas Chevalier, regales the
congregants with a story about reading an old manual on how to say
Mass. He said one of the recommendations for the prospective priests was
to “hold the Eucharist as high as you
possibly can above your head, but no higher.”
That drew a few chuckles from the 7:30 a.m.
crowd, as Father Tom made his point: We should
all do as much as we can in our daily lives – and
our spiritual pursuits – but not more than which we
are capable. Seems like sound advice for any trip to
Saratoga.
Entering the Oklahoma through the East Avenue
gate, I ask the security guard how she’s doing today.
“I’m good – for Travers,” she says, echoing the sentiment of thousands on this particular morning.
I meet Lynne Snierson, an old friend from the
New England Turf Writers Association, in town to
lend a hand with the NYRA communications team.
She is in search of Bob Dunham, the 85-year-old
trainer who scored a hugely popular win when Byhubbyhellomoney took the Fleet Indian Stakes on
New York Showcase Day.
Dunham had left for the morning, but his sonin-law, Phil Gleaves, who stabled the horse for him,
was walking one of his horses and was happy to
reflect on a guy who trained an Eclipse Award winner 49 years ago (Chou Courte, champion sprinter
of 1972).

Morning After
“It was a great celebration,” Gleaves said. “We
all felt really great for Bob. I can’t tell you how many
trainers have stopped by to congratulate him. Just
before you came, Shug McGaughey stopped by.”
Gleaves said his father-in-law loves fly fishing
and Gin Rummy, and still navigates the 200-mile
trip back and forth to Belmont. “He’s just a gentleman, old-school.”
My kind of guys – Dunham and Gleaves.
Next was a check-in on Travers champ Essential
Quality, who looked much better than you would
expect for a horse who ran the last quarter-mile of
a 10-furlong race in a shade over 23 seconds. It occurred to me that of all the members of Team Brad
Cox, there could be no one prouder than Katie Tolbert, assistant trainer and Essential Quality’s exercise rider.
“It was unbelievable,” she said. “He feels great
and he’s been training great, but you never know
what’s going to happen. It’s always exciting when
it works out.”
It has worked out for Essential Quality eight of
nine times, the only loss coming in the Kentucky
Derby when he ran fourth but missed by only a
length.

“I feel like I know him better now,”
said Tolbert, who has been riding the
champ in the morning since the colt
arrived in Saratoga. “He’s playful, but
not difficult. You just have to make
sure you’re paying attention and you
keep him focused. He’s a really cool
horse.”
Who happens to be running in a
barn staffed by really cool people, led
by the boss.
After spending some time with a
few of his owners, Cox met with a
handful of media. He talked about the
unyielding resiliency of his horse, the
possibility of training up to the Breeders’ Cup Classic, pulling off the Whitney (Knicks
Go) – Travers double, and the magic of Saratoga.
“This is the first summer I’ve been here all the
time. It’s an unbelievable place,” he said. “I love
Saratoga. It has the best racing fans in the world.
It means a lot just to be here and to be having a
fantastic season. It’s probably the most special place
racing has.”
Very well put by a guy who grew up in the shadow of Churchill Downs.
Before leaving the Cox compound, I visit with
Drakon, a 2-year-old colt for Zilla Racing who may
run Closing Day. I own an infinitesimal share of the
horse, but your kid is your kid and I am happy to
see him, even if he does take a few playful nips at
my arm. My younger, non-equine child is 22, but I
still remember the Terrible 2s.
Final stop is at Steve Asmussen’s barn to see how
Yaupon came out of the ferocity of Firenze Fire in
the Forego.
“He came out of it unscathed, somehow,” Scott
Blasi, Asmussen’s top lieutenant said. “No marks.”
Not everyone can say that about Travers Day.

BIG DAYS, BIG WINS
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“DEADLINE DINNER”
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Marvin T. Bornstein
ATTORNEY AT LAW
BOARD CERTIFIED IN WILLS, TRUSTS AND ESTATES LAW

(1986-2016)

BORD CERTIFIED TAX LAW

(1983-2013)

2136 Hollywood Boulevard
telephone (954) 925-3538
Hollywood, Florida 33020-6716
telefax (954) 925-5661
Email: mtborn@bellsouth.net
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inthepaddock
BY TOM LAW
Whitmore is my favorite horse.
There it is, in print, typed almost 48 hours after
Whitmore finished fifth in the Grade 1 Forego and
needed a ride back to the stakes barn in a horse ambulance.
It’s been written on these pages before, notably in
Sean Clancy’s column titled “Law of 50” commemorating my birthday. In the 50 reasons Sean said,
“we like our friend, our rock, Tom Law” he pegged
it at No. 28: “His favorite horse is Whitmore.”
Apologies if this is getting redundant, but real
journalists aren’t supposed to play favorites so maybe it’s getting carried away. It’s refreshing to put it
out there, even if it’s well known.
Chance Moquett saw the column and stopped
me in the paddock before the Grade 1 Vanderbilt
July 31 – my birthday and the same day Whitmore
appeared on the cover of The Special; coincidence?
– and joked “people were taunting us on the walk
over here, saying ‘Tom Law’s favorite horse, Tom
Law’s favorite horse.’ ” Somehow that felt like a
mini arrival, the fans taking note, of a column and
a sentiment.
Ron Moquett, Chance’s father and Whitmore’s
trainer, compatriot, caregiver and cheerleader, saw
it, too. About two weeks after the Vanderbilt, where
Whitmore finished third to be either 1-2-3 in a
Grade 1 for the eighth time in 14 attempts, Moquett
walked back to the stakes barn with his wife Laura
aboard another trainee.
“Hey, stop by the barn later, I have something
for you,” Moquett said, spotting me helping Olivia
Johnson deliver copies of The Special to a grandstand paper rack. After finishing some other work
in the barn area, I made my way to the stakes barn
to see what Moquett meant, but by the time I got
there he’d finished for the day and was nowhere to
be found.
Somehow – well that’s not a stretch given it was
Fourstardave Day and just before the start of the
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Playing Favorites

New York-bred yearling sale at the end of a long
stretch when our minds are mush – I forgot to go
back the next day and the day after that. Thankfully Sean stopped by the stakes barn to check on
his jumpers for that Thursday’s Jonathan Sheppard,
ran into Moquett and retrieved what was waiting
for me.
“Right off his head,” Sean said as I stood dumbfounded, leather halter with the shiny brass nameplate WHITMORE, in my hands in the middle of
our office on East Avenue.
Floored, I immediately called Moquett.
“Hey Ron, it’s Tom Law,” I said, before he could
finish saying hello. “Do you remember that time
you asked me, ‘Who’s your favorite trainer?’ Well,
now I have an answer.”
We laughed, remembering the conversation from
2017 when I stopped by the stakes barn for a Stable
Tour and learned about everything from developing
racehorses to why owners are so wrongly obsessed
with win percentage. We hit it off that day, even if I
didn’t have an answer to the favorite-trainer question. Remember, journalists aren’t supposed to play
favorites. Although if you ask any of the interns
through the years, they’d be quick to identify a long
list of trainers I’d say is “my man.”
Whitmore had just returned to Kentucky that
2017 morning, after coming to Saratoga for the
Vanderbilt but going home after being troublesome
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in the van from Albany. He could be like that, Moquett said, and by the time he went to the gate last
Saturday just about everyone knew about Whitmore’s idiosyncrasies.
Covering his Forego win in 2018 stands out as a
favorite, walking through the grandstand with Moquett and hanging out just outside the test barn with
Whitmore and City Of Light. A few months later
brought me to Churchill Downs and Moquett’s office above his barn where he showed me his peep
holes, one about 4 feet from the floor “for jockeys”
and another at the standard height. He finished second in that year’s Breeders’ Cup Sprint, a race he
ran in four times and won last year.
Races are one thing; moments are another. The
best and worst – but maybe not so bad in the end –
came this year.
The best was Friday, when Moquett welcomed
Declan Molloy to the barn, introduced him to
Whitmore and talked Secretariat with a 9-year-old
horse-crazy kid. The worst was Saturday, when I
stepped through the walkway of the stakes barn not
knowing what to expect after the Forego. Thankfully the mood was light, even with two veterinarians
X-raying last year’s champion sprinter.
Whitmore stood still during the quick procedure,
while Ron stood in the stall and Laura did everything from adjusting a fan to packing ice boots.
“It’s not career-ending but it is for him,” Ron
said a few minutes after the veterinarians told him
about a minor fracture. “It’s something a young
horse could come back from but I’m not going to
take a shot. He has too much class and he’s done
too much for us. Thankfully he’s walking sound. He
walked off the van and on the van sound. But we
will double check and if we see something we’ll do
what we need to do. But right now I’m tickled to
death. He’s in there being a jerk and that’s my boy.”
Thanks for being a jerk Whitmore, for being
yourself and for being my favorite horse.
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So Long, Champ.

Tod Marks

The champion sprinter of 2020,
Whitmore (here after winning
the 2018 Forego) retires with
$4,502,350 in earnings.
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cupofcoffee
BY SEAN CLANCY
It’s that time of year.
With six more days of racing and two more issues
of The Special (counting this one), it’s time for the
annual “I’ll miss, I won’t miss.” You know the one,
it’s about the magic and the mundane of Saratoga,
the essence and expense of Saratoga, the beauty and
the beast of Saratoga.
I’ll miss the good days at The Special. I won’t
miss the bad days at The Special.
I’ll miss our office. I won’t miss the drunks staggering into our office.
I’ll miss Tom Law’s cat. I won’t miss Tom Law’s
cat squawking in the middle of the night.
I’ll miss the kid playing his violin outside the
Union Avenue gate. I won’t miss the protestors outside the Union Avenue gate.
I’ll miss our porch on Circular Street. I won’t
miss the traffic whizzing past our porch on Circular
Street.
I’ll miss the first piece of pizza. I won’t miss the
third piece of pizza.
I’ll miss seeing a proud groom walking their
horse into the winner’s circle. I won’t miss the owners who yank, tug and pull their horse into the winner’s circle like they won him at the dunk tank at
the county fair.
I’ll miss turf works. I won’t miss hearing the siren
during turf works.
I’ll miss Tom and I compiling Hall Talk with
Todd Pletcher, Mark Casse and Jack Fisher. I won’t
miss realizing we need Hall Talk as deadline ticks.
I’ll miss 9 Miles East. I won’t miss 5 miles to go
on the 5-mile Trail.
I’ll miss our advertisers who support the mission.
I won’t miss our advertisers who think we’re magicians.
I’ll miss the golf-cart tours. I won’t miss the golf
cart’s battery dying on a tour.
I’ll miss Terry Hill’s columns. I won’t miss my
dead-end columns.
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Missing It

I’ll miss the random encounters with readers. I
won’t miss the premeditated emails from complainers.
I’ll miss the jockeys signing autographs. I won’t
miss the jockeys going down.
I’ll miss the chalk board at Henry Street Taproom. I won’t miss the broken boards of the neglected barns.
I’ll miss the empathetic hand rides. I won’t miss
the abusive whip rides.
I’ll miss the crowds walking down East Avenue
heading to the track. I won’t miss the trash left from
the crowds walking down East Avenue.
I’ll miss the paddock. I won’t miss the cordoned
off places around the paddock.
I’ll miss the beauty shots from Tod Marks, Dave
Harmon, Susie Raisher and Connie Bush. I won’t
miss the out-of-focus blunders of my own.
I’ll miss the slate roofs on the barns. I won’t miss
the slate sliding off the roofs of the barns.
I’ll miss the subtle brilliance of Joel Rosario. I
won’t miss the crowding, bumping, herding and
shaving that has somehow become the norm from
a handful of others.
I’ll miss Joe and Tom’s friendship and camaraderie. I won’t miss the rare time when they touch
a nerve.
I’ll miss the horsemen who do it right. I won’t
miss the few who do it wrong.
I’ll miss Stable Tours with Barclay Tagg, Bill
Mott, Shug McGaughey and all the others. I won’t
miss the hours transcribing quotes, looking up horses and trying to decipher horses’ names on the Stable Tour.
I’ll miss the jump races. I won’t miss losing the
jump races.
I’ll miss the euphoria of finishing a Monday night
trail run with the Stryders. I won’t miss the exhaustion before finishing a Monday night trail run with
the Stryders.
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I’ll miss the anvil being lifted. I won’t miss the
anvil.
I’ll miss seeing my nephews on a visit to Saratoga. I won’t miss the feeling that I’m growing old and
they’re growing up.
I’ll miss the police who keep it calm at East and
Union every evening. I won’t miss the revelers who
take it too far at East and Union every evening.
I’ll miss Rick the traffic cop at the Kimmel gap.
I won’t miss the commuters blowing their horns at
horses and riders doing their jobs in the morning.
I’ll miss distributing the 72-page Travers Day edition, giddy off three hours sleep, the sun coming up
and the palpable feeling of expectation. I won’t miss
the crash when the lack of sleep catches up with the
giddiness.
I’ll miss sleeping in a hammock and hiking Mt.
Mansfield on a rare day off. I won’t miss the the
aches after sleeping in a hammock and hiking Mt.
Mansfield on a rare day off.
I’ll miss reading and watching Mary Eddy’s
weekly improvement. I won’t miss seeing others
squander opportunity.
I’ll miss Rich Cristiano’s boat. I won’t miss the
thought that we couldn’t find the time to get on
Rich Cristiano’s boat (a few days left, but…) this
season.
I’ll miss seeing summer love brewing. I won’t
miss summer heat stifling.
I’ll miss Olivia Johnson’s enthusiasm for delivering papers every morning. I won’t miss the lack of
enthusiasm I see from so many others.
I’ll miss the old-school grooms putting on spider bandages and banking the stalls. I won’t miss
the new-age hotwalker staring at their phones and
shanking on their horses.
I’ll miss the crowds. I won’t miss the fear of covid
in the crowds.
I’ll miss Saratoga. Yeah, that’s it, I’ll miss Saratoga.
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The World’s Yearling Sale

30 Grade 1 Wins
in 2021
including Saturday Saratoga stars

JACKIE’S WARRIOR
H. Allen Jerkens Memorial S. (G1)
YAUPON
Forego S. (G1)
GAMINE
Ballerina H. (G1)
Make your moment count at the
Keeneland September Yearling Sale.
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YEARLING SALE
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TheWorldsYearlingSale.com
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